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SUNY President Bowen
Facing Possible Firing
Controversial women's conference raises the haekles
of conservatives; trustees will decide issue tomorrow
By NATE SCHWARTZ. Design Editor
President Roger W. Bowen of SUNY New
Paltz may lose his job when the fiftt:t.:nmember State University of New York
Board ofTrust~.:es meets in Rochester tt)morrow. Tht.:y may nrc tlw President in response
to his positi<m on a one-day Women's
Studies conference, "Revolting Behavior:
The Challenges uf Women's Sexual
Freedom," held November 1 at SUNY New
Paltz. Workshops on safe sadomasochism
and women's sex toys were offered along
with 19 other workshops on topics ranging
from HIV education to marriage and sexuality in Africa. The former two and a performance by artist Shelly Mars entitled
"Whipla:-;h: Tales of a Tomboy" became focal
points of controversy which led to a call for
Bowen's resignation or firing by Trustee Dr.
Candace de Russey and Assemblymen
Thomas Kirwan, R-New-burgh and John
Guerin, R-Kingston.
The twenty-first annual conference was
one of dozens of conferences which take
place at the university. The day began with
keynote panelists, allowed participants _to
attend three workshops of their choice, and
concluded with the Mars performance.
President Leon Botstein has been monitoring the story closely and has spoken with
Bowen. In an interview on Saturday, Novcm-

bcr 15, when asked about the pussibility of
Bowen being fired, Botstein expressed doubt
and commented that from the beginning he
has b~en willing to "stand up <lnd defend what
happcned ... cxprcss some solidarity." He in fact
·wrote . several letters to local and 11<1tlona!
newspapers (one was published in The New
York Times last S<1turday), and asked Susan
Gillespie, Vice President fur Public Affairs and
Development, to contact the ACLU Clnd urge them to rebuke a statement made by
Governor George E. Pataki on the conference.
In his statement, issued on November 5,
AND THE FLAMES WENT HIGHER. .. Muslim Students Organization (MSO) and Jewish Students
Pataki called it "outrageous" that the New Organization (JSO) hosted an "Arabian Nights" party 1n the Albee Social on Saturday, November 15.
Paltz administration " ... allowed the expenditure of tax-payers' dollars for activities
which do nothing to further higher education." Pataki said that he had asked Thomas
Egan, Che~irman of the SUNY Board of
Trustees, to investigate the matter and was
asking "for his recommendations on hnw to
prevent this kind ot activity from happening
on a SUNY campus again."
The New York Civil Liberties Union
(NYCLU) sent a letter t;::, Pataki un
November 10, writing, "When ... you use
your authority as Governor to investigate
scholars because of the content of their
expression or the subject matter of their
conferences and when you suggest that
offt:nsive ideas should be silenced on tht:
By ABIGAIL ROSENBERG, Opinions Editor

A Dangerous Across
Intersection scene of three collisions

S1DRY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Novel Faces, Facings, & Defacings

Since the beginning of the fall '97 semester, there have been
at least three collisions ;:~t the intersection of Route 90 an.d
Kelly Road, (also known as d1e southern entrance to B::trd at
the. blinking light). According to Allen Josey, Director uf
Student Activities, since September two collisions involving Bard students have been officially reported and another
accident has been. acknowledged unoffici~llyJ which did not
involve Bard students.
The speed lim.it for most of Route 90 is .55 mph, but at the
blinking light intersecrion, rhc speed limit drops to .30 mph.
The drastic reduction in speed, in addition to motorists wh0
do not observe the posting and the substantial amount t)f traf~
fie that slows to turn into the Bnrd entr;;lncc or onto Kelly
Road, has created a dangerous situation that the..! Bard com~
munity has addressed in the p<l5t and will continllc to <lddress
in the furure.
According ro Dick Griffiths, BarJ Physical Plant Direct0r
and a judge for the town of Red Hook, about five years ago
there was no blinking light at the intersection. After multiple accidents, Bard notified the state which finally erected
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

QUICK WORK: 1he new.deKiine sign suffered strategic deletions last week. wh~e a plaque on the symbol of the raised list wasffioLJnted to the Old Gym.
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SUNY President Bowen Facing Possible Firing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE Oi'JE

theory that public monies should not be used for
such expression, you have crossed significantly
beyond the bounds of appropriate criticism.''
Coinciding with Pataki's statement, <m op-ed
which denounced the conference ran in The Wall
Street journal. The piece, entitled "A Syllabus for
Sickos," by Roger Kimball, Managing Editor of
The New Criterion, expressed that rhe events <1t
New Paltz: hnd nothing to do with free speech, and
challengt:d tbt.: SUNY trustees tu hold Bowen
accounuble for what he regarded as one of many
"festivals of politicized sexual libertinagc" which
have become ''cverydo-1y occurrences in many educational and cultmnl institutions."
Botstein's· letter sent to The New York Times
took issue with Palaki's view anJ argu~.:d th<H "universities, both .state and privntc, must remain bulwarks of frt.:t; expression where dissent, the
unpleasant and even the un;JCccptable are discussed and debated. No one ... was asked to agree
or forced to listen. What New Paltz Jid was fulfill
its proper function of providing a forum for the
exprcssii.m of controversinl, even outrageous,
views. That represents the essence of the university's role inn democracy."
A consist..:ntly vocal nppuncnt of Bowen has
been Dr. de Russey who personally attended the
conference. In :1 November 7 news article in The
Ne«' York Times ("At SUNY, A Conft:rcncc about
Sex Is Criticized") she said the event was a '"travesty of acndemic swndards and process Bnd hr1d
absolutely nothing to do with the college's undergraduate mission ... " and that "President Bowen
exercised exceedingly puor judgement and oversight <md is unfit to oversee the college. I will do
whatever I can tu get him dismissed." Dr. de
Russey, appointed in 1995 by P;Haki, was the only
Trustee to vote against Bowen's hiring 17 months
ago. She claimed in th~ article to have th~ support uf Trustee, P:llll Perez and <Kcording to a ·
Novemb~:r 1.3 Puughkecpsie ]uurnal article by
Y;:mccy Roy ("SUNY Tt:ttstces Awnit Investigation") de Russey "is said to have some support on
the board." Roy spuke with several of the trustees
and learned that many arc awaiting a report from
SUNY Chancellor John Ryan on the conference.
In a written statement released publicly, Bowen
reported thnt he had told the conference's organizers that he found some uf the workshops "offensive
and in poor t:lste" (New York Times; November 7).
Nevertheless, . he defended the right of the
Women's Studies Department tu organize such
workshops and the speakers' rights to freedom of
expresskm. He remarked in a special feature in The
Times Hcrald~Rccord, November 13, ("Bowen
Responds to Readers"} ".. .It is through exch:mge
thnt one gains deeper and better understanding.
And that's what w.ebclievc in ... that's our bread <md
butt~r. So political cor.r.ectness---does it exist il'l
college campuses? Yes. BLit, slwuld it be the party
line? Absu'ttJtcly not."
In last S;1turday's hncrview, Bt)tStein argued
that tax-payers' money is best spent on "ensuring
freedom" and that ''the atmosphere of free speech
is critical" to the functioning of a college or university. "You h<'lve to have a place where the
unspeakable is speakablc .. .l object to the
Governor's statement. I would not object to the
Governor criticizing the content-that's the
privilege of every citizen. He's wrong in implying
that it's inappropriate to a university." Unpleasant <ind "ethicn!!y wrong~hcaded views" must be
bcnnitted expres.sion without fear to bring them
forward for debate, thus denying them an "aura of
repression" ;:md preventing the potentially
destructive consequences of UI")Cxpressed "fantasies, fears and prejudices," Botstein stated in his
letter to -~he Times and elaborated during the
Saturday interview.
. "The Suite l)niversity is <1 circus ..." . joked
Botstein ii1 the interview."lt becomes a political
platform ... politicians [Pataki] have an agenda and
they'll fit what they can into their agenda ... "
Some of the objections raised against the con-

· fercnce concern the blurring of the difference
between schobrship and commercial or self~
aggrandizing ventures. The speaker in the workshop on sex tuys for women, for instance, set up a
vending area and offered these toys for sale, while
the speakers on sadomasochism offered informa·
tion after the session on how to joif1 local s/m organizations. Reptying to a query about the sex toys
Botstein advised, "Let's not go overboard and take
this too seriously... I'm he1ving a sense of irony
(!bout it ... Thcy h(!ve a right to Jo this ... "
"What I find more disturbing is the weakness of
voices in defense ... There's a lot of hypocrisy here ...
sex and violence are bought and sold on the
street. .. New Paltz didn't invent it," Botstein said.
Nicole Maccarone, one of several Bard sludents
who atte11dcJ the conference, reported that the
audience members consisted of n mixture of community members, fr1culty and students. "I thought it

''The real issue here is not
me. There's an agenda
that's much larger and
more ambitious, a11:d ulti,
mately more worrisome, I

think, for the health of my
institution, for the health
of all SUNY, and-I hate
to embellish and· exagger*

ate-for the health of
higher education in gen,
eral," said Bowen.
was very empowering and a really good idea-l feel
that a lot of those things aren't talked about and the
conference was a good place for it," she said.

Controversy and Bard Free Speech Disputes
Two reb ted issues in recent B::1rJ history were
recalled by the controversy.
First, a speaker named Leonard Jeffries Jr., a pro~
fessor from the City College of New York (CCNY),
was punished by the university in 1991 for making
a speech which claimed th<1t Jews and the Mafia
had engaged in a financial conspiracy again$t
blacks. He spoke (It B<'lrd several years ago, to the
dismay of some members of the Bard community.
, Professor William Mullen of the Classics
Program remembered the Jeffries lecture, which he
said pclcked the Olin Auditorium. According to
Mullen, Jeffries appeared an hour late and with
bodyguards. "I loathed Jeffries ... it was like seeing a
demagogue,'' Mullen recalled. He pointed to the
complex p(!radox at the core of free speech: "A
democracy that tolerates freedom of speech... could
tolerate i1 group opposed to it." In response to the
Jeffries speech, Mullen and fellow Classics
Professor Chris Callanan arranged for Professor
Frank Snowden of Howard University to come to
BarJ and give a presentation intended to debunk
wirh greater erudition and scholarship the claims
made by Jeffries; it filled approximately one quarter
of the same Olin Auditorium. Botstcin, who did
not attend the Jeffries speech, asserted rhar in
establishing restrictions, "One thing th<lt universities cannot tolerate is violence ... this is a world of
ideas, of language, of argument, not of force."
. Second, in the srr\ng of 1995 funding was withdrawn from Sexual Minorities Aligned for
Community Education and Support (S(M ACES)
by Bard's Administmtion when it W<'lS learned that
a WQrkshop had been given on the safe use of electricity in sex. Botstein commented in the SMurday
interview that the Administration's position on the
S/M ACES was "morally neutraL" The issue was a
technical one concerning what form the group's

«ctivitics would take on cmnpus, Botstein said.

An editorial in the November 11 New York Times
("Free Speech at New Paltz") criticized Pataki's
handling of the issue, concluding, "A punitive
strike against Mr. Bowen would have a chilling
effect on academic freedom in the SUNY system." Botstein asserted that on one hand, the old
<1d<1ge purports th:-it the first question to be asked
at every meeting of trustees is "do we have the
right president?" but that dismissing Bowen
would be an cmb(!rrassment to SUNY. Of three
possibilites-the issue of firing Bowen is not
raised, a vote is defeated, or a vote succeeds in
removing him-Borstein would preft.:r the second
so that Bowen's supporters can back him and
show their strength. Bowen commented on the
political movements behind the controversy in
the November 13 Herald~Record piece: "My read
is, the real issue here is not me. There's an agenda
that's much larger and more ambitious, and ultimately more worrisome, I think, fur the health of
my institution, for the: health of all SUNY, and1 hate to embellish and exaggerate, but this is
not, I think, hyperbole-for the health of higher
education in general."

A Dangerous Across
CONTINUE() FROM PAGE

ON~

the blinking light which fl~shes yellow to traf·

fie traveling north :md south on 9G ;;~.nd red to

motorists headed from east and west. When
questioned whether Bard will seek a. perrnanent traffic light} like the one that has
recently beeh installed ar intersection of 90
and Route 199, near the Escape Club,
Griffiths replied that he did nc>t believe that it

would solve the problem. He pointed out that
drivers

turning

onto

90

from

either

Annandale or Kelly roads f:::tce a red blinking
light which is in essence rhe same thing as a
stop sign, or for people turning right, a red
light. Sinc;e New York Snne traffic lawsaliow
for motorists to tum right on a red light, the
r com'Tlunity would still face a problem with
cars pulling out 0!1 to 90~ lr seems that the
only solution to the problem would be for
..motor is~ to obey the posted speed limit.
Acco:rdir,g to Oriffi.ths, section. 11:80 of the
New York State Vehicle Traffic Law addresses .
··the speed limit within intersections. 1t states
·. to the .effect that drivers· upon entering,· dri,
ving through, and exiting an intersection ·
should dr.ive at an ''appropriate reduced
·speed" and "at no greater speed than is rea-

.

sonable and prudent.''

·· · The latest accident rhat occurred, on
Tuesday. November ll, involved a Bard stu~
dent and a prospective Bard student and her
· mod)er, prompting Allen Josey to address the
issue of the danger of the intersection as weU
as other traffic-related safety issues on cam~
·pus. In addition to questioning the plausibility
bf erecting a traffic light at the intersection,
Josey also pointed out the problem of speeding
motorists, the misplacement of crosswalks,
· and the possible need for stop signs on

Annandale Road, which runs through campus
and is considered a county road. Josey also
voiced a concern about the projected
increased amount of pedesttian traffic crossing

Annandale Road after the

t'lew

Bertdsmann

Student Center is open. When asked nbout
these issues, Griffiths stated that because
Annandale Road is a county road and does
not belong to the college, the red tape
involved in erecting any tr3ffic control device
is hard co overcome. In addition to having
traffic studies done, corn.plaints tnade, and
accident reports presented, counry and state
regulations must be followed. When asked
about the status of the college's proposal to
restrict traffic along Annandale Roadt
Griffiths said rhat for the time being, the idea
has been put aside but nor laid to rest.
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Ottaway: Powerful Words
Can Shake Up the World

Failings of Kline Food
Redressed by Reps

Article 19 of Human Rights Declaration focus of talk

Menu plans and quality control
·need work, Food Committee says

By NATE SCHWARTZ, Design Editor

Forty community mcmbcrs-tm'tny of th~::m
faculty and PIE studcn ts~wcre in attendance last Wednesday to hem a lecture entitled "Press Freedom: A Universal Human
Right" by Jim Ottaway, Jr., Ch;.~irm<H1 of th~::
World Press Freedom Comn1ittce. Ottaway,
who is also a B<1rd Trustee, spoke on Article
l9 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights as p<~rr of a week of speakers anJ
events organize~ by Bard's Universal Human
Rights Committee. Also Senior Vice
President of Dow Jones & Company and
Chairmap of Ottaway Newspapers, Inc .,
Ottaway has been involved with Bard's
Program in Intcrnational Education (PIE)
and a Bard supporter for nearly a decade.
He distributed copies of the Declaation-it was :1dopted December 10, 1948and spoke about PIE, the Declaration <iS a
whole, <md offered a word-by-word ane1lysis
of the import of Article 19.
The lecture orwneJ with a thank you to
PIE students: '' ... you students from Eastern
Europe and Southcm Africa are tc<lching
American students at Bard, who take their
democratic rights and freedoms for granted,
how hard they nre to secure and defend after
years of few freedoms or rights under
Communism, Colonialism or Apartheid."
He quoted the first sentence of the
Dedar<ltion's preamble which re<ds, "Recognition of the inherent dignity and
inalienable rights of <~11 members of the
human fmnily is the foundation of freedom,
justice and peace in the world," and nnted
several Articles that he found critical before
beginning discussion of Article 19.
Ottelway read the short text of the
Article: "Everyone has the right to freedom
of cJpinion and expres~ion; this right
inclLides fr~edom to hold opinions without
i~1terferencc ~ind to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers."
He went on to discuss the First Amendment to. the
Constitution and offered
statistics. frorn the annual survey of press
freedom conducted by Freedon.1 House in
New York City, which ~'found only one-third
of the world's 187 nations with a free press,
one-third p;utly free, one~third not free at
all. The 64 countries with a free press contain only 21 percent of the world's 5.8 bil. lion pl)pulation."
He criticized the use of insult laws which
permit the jfliling and punishment of journalists who "offend" those with political
power. He also took issue with Article 10,
Section 2 of the 1950 European Convention
of Human Rights which "qualifies" freedom
of expression by restricting it in the interests
of such as "nationill security," "puhllc safety,"
and"protection of health or mon1ls."
Quoting _<1 st<ltcment made in 1989 by
Vaclav Havel, president of the Czech
Republic, Ottaway discussed th<.: force of
language.
"In the ac;1dcmic setting of B<-1rd College,
we should meditate a moment on Havel's
thoughts about the power of words to
change the world-for good or evil. Words
me the basic tools of academic research o:~nd
the pmfe.ssion of journalism. We should be
careful huw we use thcm-t1s tools to search
for truth, or <lS weapons that can do great
d<'!mage," said Ottaway.
He concluded the speech with discussion

U.S.

of assn.ssin~tions and itnpri~l)l1!nenr~ of journalists worldwide which his World Prc.Ss
Freedom Committee is combating.
One of the PIE students attending the
speech, Adam KoCik of the Czech Republic,
was pleased with Ottaway's treatment of the
topic: "I think he did a really good jub. I just
admire him." Koclk also made note of
Ottaway's commentary on PIE. The speech
prompted him to consider the mission uf the
program. "li.) train leaders and send them
b<1ck .. . sometimes thc.sc words seem empty,
but he really me;-ms that. Some of the students will return <1nd reaHy will be leaders ...
I think this is his goal.. .. to see how PIE students become leaders whL) c<ln ch<J.nge the
world little by little."
He recalled the suppression he encountered firsthand under the Czcchoslov;lk
Communist regime. - "Under Communism
the press wasn't fn::e... thcre was one main
ncwspnpt"r-it was a Communist newspaper.
There were others but they were under strict
control," Koclk said . "(Ott;lway's] speech was
b.-'lsed only on free speech and free press-it ·
was more general-more to make people
think about human rights and of course one

Words are the basic tools
of academic research
and the profession of
journalism. We should
be careful how we use
them-as tools to search
for truth, or as weapons
that can do great
damage, said Ottaway.
of the first human rights is the right to speak
and the.: right to express ... to push them (the
audience members] to think about human
rights and strlrt to Jo something."
Another PIE student, Safiya Mangcra of
South Africa, also pre1ised the speech .
"The part about the puwer of words I
thought was really incredible." Her own
experience in growing up under Apartheid
taught her about this power directly. She
remembers that even the most basic symbolic gestures were suppressed. "My mother
told me never to make the fist because l
could be arrested." She commented on the
state of the theater and poetry in South
Africa which secretly flourished in the late
1970's and 1980's but is now somewhat apathetic. "No one seems to give a damn m1y
more in some respects ... now that change
has been achieved people don't knnw what
to Jo." The work of poets so import;-m t fl
decade ago "doesn't seem to mean anything
because people don't want to remember."
Fin;~lly she as}<c9, "Wh:-u is the image you
want to have of the past?"
Thi-!t quanc.hry was implieJ by the
speech which de1nanded that human
beings have a right to free expression
across "frontiers," especially, in this case,
where the past is recorded in the pre!is, ideally by what Ottaway called "a plurality." It
was Ottaway's assertion that such freedom
is a basic component of democracy flnd
indeed among the most fundamental of
human rights.

By ANDY VARYU. Contributor
The Food Committee ~ consisting of six students, Flik's
man~ger and Head Chef, Dean ,md Lou respectively, and
Dean of Students Jonathan Becker - met 3t lunch on
Novcmb~r 4. As a result of the dissatisfaction voiced ovct
the past week about the quality of Bcud's food service Flik,
we brought our many concerns to the ll\<,nagcrs.
The suggestions the students presented to Flik fdl into
two general categories. T11e first category comprised spt.!c ific
food concerns, and a reconsidc::n1tion ~.Jf some menu pl<lns.
We asked that simihu foods~ such as Asian entrees and the
Wok B;,u, or P::tsta Bar and a pasta veget<lrian dish, n.ol be

served. atthe same time. Similarly, we pointcd out tb:<•t
serving two bean stews at rh~ same time did not provide
much variety. We also had many sped tic complaints about
the recent decrease in the quality of the food. We men.tioned undercooked beans and peas, overcooked ravioli,
sausage that <1ppears undcrcooked, bl<'tnd soups, and nn

oventSe of pepper (l.nd garlic to

s~'~kc

d'lc food. Lou and

Dean explained that the Bratwurst& arrive prt.•~cookcd and
are meant to be white. De<m also cxph1incd after tht- meeting that they recently reduced the cooking time of beans
after several complaints reg<1tding their mushiness. The
beans should improve as we continue ro make our opinions
of them known ro Flik. Dean was surprised to leam the collective. opinion of the food was low, as few complaints have
been posted on the bulletin board. This suggested rhar
more energy be put into making sure lh~! managers know
students' opinions; for Flik's part, more consistent attention
should be given to the food being served, instead of waiting
for complaints from students.
We felt that the recent shortcomings in K\inc seemed
ro .r eveal a breakdown in quality control, and that better
org:mitation might prevent these probtems. We cited, for
exatnple, dishes often in;,1dequately washd, food items
(like breads, rice milk~ and salad bar offerings) regularly
not being restocked until;,:~ student asks for them, and the
unavailability of fresh fruit after 9 a.m. Dean told us that
these things ate all part of the normf.ll duties of the floor
workers 1 but that when Kline gets slammed, these duties
often give way to other responsibilities. He added that
there should alw<Jys be a man(lger working rhe servery,
who should watch out for these things.
Jonathan Becker thought it would be helpful for stu ..
dents to know who this manager was, so they could bring
their concerns directly to him, and address the problems
immediately. He suggested hanging a photo of the manager on duty in the dining room to help identify him or
her. We also mentioned t:har cemnn improvements to
which students had responded positively, such as toma•
toes for the Bagel Bar and guacamole in the Nacho Bar,
had not been continued with regularity. Lou apologized,
and e-xplained that newly-incorporateJ duties are easily
forgotten, bur that he was working on milking these
changes part of the routine. \'i./e did thank them for
adding potato chunks to the dam chowder, as we
requested last week.
Some specific improvements were discussed such as
acquiring enriched rice milk, having honey mustard dressing for .the salad bar, preparing chicken off the bone to
improve flavor, and always making refried beans available
when tortillas or taco shells are offered with meat. We
also talked about making sliced cheese available for sand·
wiches at all times, and Dean and Lou thought they might
be able to keep it in the fridge behind the grill. ,
Dean and Lou seemed to pick up on our serious tone
at the meeting, and we hope that Flik
try to moni~
tor the quality of the food and the servery maintenance

wm

more stringently. Identifying the managers should help
students to directly address them with concerns, and
thereby speed up the process of solving any problems
with the dining situation. Also please talk to one of the
Food Committee members if you have complaints; the
student representatives are Howie Wyman, Aubrey

Sttmola, John Berman, Natalia Urminska , Andy Varyu,
and Archana Sridhar (for a few more weeks) -or drop

something in campus mail for Box 1039.
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Behold Y'alls: Variety of "Best Kept Secret"
Lectures, Films, Theatre "Outed" by Expert
Await the Savvy Student on Contraception
Calendar of Events summarizes the good, the bad,
and the ugly with astounding perspicuity and wit
November 17, Monday
Bard Cinematheque Presents •••
Iwm the Tcmbi.:, hy Scr~-:ei Eisenstein. Prestun. 7 p.m.

November 18, Tuesday
Lecture· "The Uses of F<>rdgn E,lucation," hy
Chinun Achehe, Charle~ P. Stevenson ]r. Professor
of Lmguagts and Literature at Bard. Part uf Fir~t·
Year Seminar series; mnndatury for nil first-year stu·
dents. Olin Auditorium. 7 p.m.
Building Community Slide Show. Deep in the
Cuchumatne Mountains of Nortlnve,tern
Guatemal:divc 20,000 lll<lstly indigcn<ltts refugees
of the army-led mass:tcres of the 1980's. Come listen and learn a hom their lives ;tnd hbrory.
Runs dH<IIl!-:h November 23. Olin 102. 7 p.m.

Not•ember 19, Wednesday
Puetry Reading: Dublin poet Michael O'Sbdhai!.
Sponsored hy the ltbh & Celric Studies Pwgrnm.
For more info, wntact Terry Dewsnap at x7214.
Olin 102. 7 p.m.
PIE Fall Forum: "Purrmit~ \1fTransiti1m: Personal
Accounts." Presenrt:d hy PIE stmlenrs from the
Czc<.'h Republic, Geurgia, Hung;lry, K;IZ:lkhst;m,
Latvia, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, South Afric;~,
anJ Zimbhwe. Olm 203. 7 p.m.
Concert: Rani PrnfesS\lf Frederick lbmnumd will
perfurm GiroLuuo Frescuh;1ldi's R~c. m.:ari <'I
Canzvni Franzese Fatt<' SoJlra Divasi Obii,!.,rhi
{Rome, 1615) on a perioLI-style harsich<lrd and
oq~an. Free ltnLI open tu du: puhlic. Olin
Auditorium. S p.m.

November 20, Thursday
LOCUS LOQVITVR Presents ...
Poet and B;~rd professor Ann Lmterhach. Fm more
info call 758-7205. Olin 102. 5:45p.m.
Lectur"c: hy Gregory Crcwtfson, Professor uf
Phurugmphy m y,,[c University. Olin lOZ. 8 p.m.

November 21, Friday
Raptor Day. Bard has a nt>W mascot, the Rapror.
Come he a part of the change. Sec live Rapt<lrs in
flight :md receive frt•e give:ll\lays. Kline. 1:Z-1 p.m.
Lecture: "Racial Attitudes ur R:Kialldeu!ogy:
1i.1warL! a New Paradigm for Examining Whites'
Racial Views," Eduardo Bunilla-Silva, candidate for
the position in the S,>dulo~y Jep:trnucnr.
Olin 102:. 4:30p.m.
Film Committee Presents •••
Su•ing~rs. OIJ Gym. 7 p.m.
Dance Theatre IV. Runs through Nu\'emher 24.
Avery Arts Center. S p.m.
Student Activities Presents •••
"Cut and Swap." Get a fret: hair<.'ut ~md a new outfit
fmm the S;tlvatiun Army. Brin~ any duthcs yuu
don't wear anymore and get even more free clothes.
Le(rovcrs will go h:Kk to dw S:dv:Hion Ar111y. 01,1
Gym. 9 p.m.
Unison Arts Presents .••
jim Scott, acoustic guitarist. Ttckets me $3 for
Unison mcmhcrs, $10 for geneml admission. Fur
tickets, reservatiom, nnd nwre info, cali255-I559.
Unison Arts & Learning Center, 68 Mount<tin Rest
Rei., New Pnlt:. 8:30p.m.

· November 22, Saturday
Student Activities Presents •••
"The House of Retro Pleasure-Best of the 70's :md
80's." Pri:es will he given for the heot u>stumes. Old
Gym. 10 p.m.
Unisun Arts Presents •••
Mikhail I lor<Jwitz, "pcrf'ormance poet and sta~d-up
pbgiari>t," nccompanied hy his "partner in logorrheic crime," Giles M;llkinc, fi,J,\ler Tun Ki!peluck,
:mLl voc1list Pam Pentony. Tickets are $8 for
Unison members, $10 for gen~·r,ll admission. For
mme infu, cn!l Unimn at 255-1559. Unison Arts &
Learning Center, 68 Mountain Rest Rd., New Paltz.
8:30p.m.
Women Cantors in c~mcert.
An evening of Jewbh <md some secular music sung
hy Cantor Gail l·lir;;henf<mg (V:1ssarTempk,
Poughket'psie), Cmtur ld<t R., ... C.,h:ma (Temple
BethEl, Pwvidenu:, R.I.), and C.mtor Martha
Novk:k (Temple Emanud, Westfield, N.J.). Ti1 cclehrate Isr:tel's upc<1ming 50th birthday, with music of
the Diaspora (Ladino , Yiddish, and sumc special
opcmtic surprises). Bencf:tdllr and P:ttmn rickets
will he avail;thlc with optioml preferred seating,
general <ldmission $11:!. Tickets can he ordered hy
mail or pmdwsed nt Vassar Temple's Offiu: at

(914) 454-2570. Vass<tr Temple, 140 Hunker Ave.,
Poughkeepsie. 8 p.m.

November 23, Sunday
Film Committee Presents ..•
Bob Rub.:ns. Old Gym. 7, 9 p.m.

November 24, Monday
Medieval Feast.
Enjoy haute cuisine uf the Middle Ages, as well as
medieval entcrminment. C\l!He in periucl costtnnes
(or something like them-late 11th-century is sug·
gestcd). Manor. 6 p.m.

November 25, Tuesday
The Earth Coalition Presents .••
screening of The Lomx. Oljn 102. 8 p.m.

:l

November 26, Wednesday
Thanksgiving Eve Service.
The R~v. Jam<:s J:,eukelman will lead the worship
service, speaking on "The Heresy ofThanksg-ivmg
Day." Canned and non-perishable foods for those in
need may he hn1ught to the service; these will he
given T<l the Red Houk Ministerium's Fuod Closet
nnd distributed thwugh the Community Artiun
Agency. St. John's Refurmed Church, Old Post
Ruad, Upper Red Hook. 8 p.m.

November 28, Friday
The Bardavon presents ...
The Gilhert ami Sullivan Musical Theatre

Company's tall production, Frank Lw!sser's. ·The
Most HajJ/JY Fclla. $22 general admission, discounts
fur G&S ;~nd Bardavon memhers, seniors, students,
kids, and grottps. C11l rhe Box Office at (914) 4732072 for mme info. The Bardavon Oper<J Huuse, 35
Market St., Poughkeepsie.

November 29, Saturday
The Bardavon presents ...
The Gilhert and Sullivan''Musical Theatre
Company's fall pmduction, Frank Loesser's Th~
Most HaJli'Y Fd!a. See listing for November 28.

Holiday Party.
In celehration of the Ttvoli Artists' Cu·ur's annual
Holiday Exhibition and Sale. This year's E&S features the wmk of over fitrty artists. For more info,
call {9!4) 757-COOP. Tivoli Artists' Co-op, 60
Broadway, Tivoli, N.Y. 6-9 p.m.

December 2, Tuesday
Lecture: hy Professor Deirdre J' Alhertis, on
·Virginia Woolf's A Rollm of One's Own. Part of the
First· Year Semin;u series; mandatory for ;tll think·
ing first-year students. Olin 102. 7 p.m.

December 5, Friday
Lecture: "Carl Dreyer's 'The Passion of Joan of
Arc'," hy Nadia Margdis, Eclitur of the Christine de
Pizan Newsletter. Olin 102:. I :2:0 p.m.
Ulster Ballet Co. Presents •••

A Chrisnnas Carol. Tickets: uu:zz., $13; loge, $1 Z;
students & senims, $8. Call 3 39-6088. Gmup rates
uvailnhle. Bn1ndway Theatre, UPAC, Broadway,
Kingston, NY. 8 p.m.

December 6, Saturday
Ulster Ballet Co. Presents•••
A Christmas Carol. Tickets: mezz., $13; luge, $12;
students & senims, $8. Call 339-6088. Gruup r,ltes
available. Broadway Theatre, UPAC, Broadway,
Kingston, NY. 8 p.m.
"Edwardian Christmas."
With horse-drnwn carriage rides, and holiday treats
served downstairs in the kitchen of rhe candle-lit,
EL[w;Jrdian-decurated mansion. $7/ adults, $4/stu·
dents (6-17), Under 6/free. Fm info, cal1758-5461.
Montgomery. PhK·e, River Rd., Annandale. 12-5 p.m.

December 7, Sunday
Ulster Ballet Co. Presents •••
A Christmas Carol. Tickets: me::., $13; IDge, $ll;
stuLknts & seni11rs, $8. Call 3 39-6088. Gr,nlp rates
avaibhle. Brondw;ly Theatre, UPAC, Bro:l,lway,
Kingstun, NY. Matinee: 2 p.m.

December 12, Friday
The Third Annual Medieval Film Festival.
Re<.'eption tu fullow. l'resr,m Auditorium. 7 p.m.

December 13, Saturday
Festival of Lights Celebration.
In oh~ervance t•f the upc\>lllingWinter S11btit·c.
With, nnwng other d1ing~, UJJJsic performed l•y the
Bard Vucotl Ensemhle (Britten's Cer<'lllOIIY o[Cmu/s,
p[den Chrimuas songs, ;m,lurhcr mclmlically mdlifluuus pieces of "early music" tu suit the urc;tsiun}.
Sponsored hy the ChapLtincy. In ;md around B;1rd's
Chapel of the Holy Innocents. Late afternuun.

Report from Planned Parenthood
By KYRA CARR, Contributor
Emergency contraception has been one of the best h:opt :x:crets

in reproductive health care, a secret that h<Is had dire consequences. If more women knew about emergency contraception
and used it in approprhte situations, it is estimated d1<1t over L7
million unintended pregnancies and 800,000 abortions could be

prevented each year. Women often mistakenly think that after
having unprotected sex they must wait to see if they miss a
period before they can resolve an unplanned pregnancy. And
although most physicians know about emergency contmccptive
pills, they seldom prescribe them, because they wait for women
to ask first. Yet most women simply do not know enough ab,)ut
the piUs to ask for them..
It's time to "out'' the best kept contraceptive secret.
Emergency contraception has been feg<llly <lvaHable in Amerk<l
for. ovei: twenty years, and women everywhere are entitled to
Complete and accurate information about all options to prevent
pregtiancy. The average American woman spends (Wet seventy
percent cf her fertile years trying to avoid pregnancy, yet still
nearly sixty percent of pregnancies are unplanned. Emcrg~ncy
contraception allows women to take greater personal responsibility for preventing pregnancy, while advancing women's health
and $elf-determination. Hopefully one day an women wHl have
. and use reliable birth control. Until then, we must be sure that
women know about th~ options th<lt: are- available to them in
··· ·ern~rgency sin.mtions.

.Em~rge~cy ·Contraception -

What is itt

Emergency contraceptive pills are intended to be .used on a one·
tirne emergency basis, when a woman has unprotected sex and

·· · i~ fearful o( pregnancy. It is highly recommended in cases of
· raf\e; and, is standard treatment at most emergency centers.
Emergency conti$ceptlve pills contain two synthetic female
hormnnesi estrogen and progesterone, the aame hormones thar .
are in birth control pills. The pills rnust be taken within 72
hOurs qf .unprotected intercourse, one dose given in the clinician's
office and. second dose prescribed to be taken 12 hours later,
Tnning is everything! You must start emergency contraception
.. within set~ency~twa hours of unprotected intercour.se. That mecms
· if you had unprotected sex on Friday night, you must start the

a

· .. ·piUs by Monday nighr.. The first step is to see a doctor or go to a
· . clinic. , .fast.
How does it work?
Thedos~e of hormones in emergency contraceptive pills ends a
possible pregnancy by interfering with fertilization or changing
the lining of the uterus so th~t the fertilized egg does not
implant. This is meant to be used as an emergency method only
a.nd n.ot as a regular means of birth control.
. Any woman who can take birth control pills can take emer·
gency contraception. First she should have a negative pregnancy
test and a GYN exam, if she hasn't had one recently. After taking emergency ·contraceptive pills, menstruation should occur

within several weeks. A follow-up visit three weeks after treat·
ment is re~ommended.

Are there side effects?
Temporary side effects. are fairly common, but are usually mild
and stop within a day or so of treatment. About one third of
women experience some ·nausea. If you vomit within one hour
of taking the pills, you need to call your clinician, because you
may have to repeat a dose. Le$s wmmon tempor(lry side eff~ct::l

are headache, breast tenderness, dizziness and fluid retention.
Where do you get it!
Many OB/GYNs and clinicians will prescribe emergency contra·
ceptive pills if you ask for them. Emergency contraception is also
available at your local Planned Parenthood office. For more
information on emergency contraception or to make an appoint·
ment, call 1·800·230-PLAN for the Planned Parenthood near·
est you.
Planned Parenthood's office in ReJ Hook is open on Monday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and on Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. to
5:30p.m. Services include complete GYN exams, birth control,
emergency contraception, prcgmmcy te&ting and counseling,
testing for HIV and sexually transmitted infections, and mid· life
services, including hQrmuut;: rcphtccmcnt ther<tpy . Women of all
ages are welcome. Medic;lid and most ntajor insurance phuu; <1re
accepted. For till appointment, call 758·2032.

Kyra Carr, RN, is tile Dir~cwr of Clit.!rtt Sert'ices for Planned
Parenthood of the Mtd . . Hudson Valley.
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"Total Theatre" at Bard: Pelleas and
Melisanda an Integrated Arts Triumph
Modern melding of drama, dance,· and music renders tragedy fluid, hypnotic
By ERIC FRASER, Contributor
Been thinking about Wagner lately? His passion for
mixing poetry, music, ;,md dance was eminent at thl:
Scene Shop Theater bst week, sparking fuses in the
lifeless script of Pellea.s and Melisarula by nineteenthcentury French playwright Maurice M<leterlinck. The.
production was unlike any other by the Bard Theater
of Drama and Dance for as long as anyone can
remember, putting a stllp tu a history of nun-collaboration between drama and dance at Bard.
Accompi1nied by music composed hy senior Jil
Christensen, it integrated dep<1rtments with fluidity.
The music was exquisite, and continued to resonate
long after the sound w;wes have resided.
The set tnmsformed the theater into something a
little different than usual. Instead of the usual stepped
rows of seats, the audience sat on large puffy pillmvs
on the stage, and was engulfed by moist mist and a
blue paint job that covered th\: entire theater, including the floor, it was o( no surprise to see_~the :-;lw.Y-1
embody themes of natural beauty, particularly that of
water. The ~1ctors poured W8ter into bowls for sound
and used their b~dies tl) imitate and portray vividly
the hypnt)tic qualities of w~1ler.
The originnl script

THE MARRIAGE .OF LIGHT. COLOR AND SOUND: The drama was the debut
at Sard for Director Jeffrey Sichel. "It was a genuine collaboration of imag1na·
t1on and creativity, done by the students more than anyooe else," he said.

by M<1eterlinck did nl)t have a

score bu_t W<IS meant to .be an opem, which proved a
great challenge to this ensemble of actors,. musicians

ahd dancers. Director Jeffrey Sichel, who makes his
debut at Bard with Pallcas <1nd Mcli.sand<1, said "it was

a genuine colbbowtion of imaginqtion and cr~ltiv
ity, done by the student:; more than-anyone else." The
philo,sophy .. hehi!1J this. ~ruJ_et)r_ iq_y_entip~. "Y.ah
according to Sichel, "using imaginative dipabilities
to create a unity of what people are learning at the
college." During production, there was no hierarchy.

All members uf the inspired ensemble equally participate~ in the creative process. "Jeff never said 'this is
tl~e way its goi1~g to be"' said Senior Nick Levy_v,•h_()S£.

finely observed performance of Pelleas served as partial fulfillment_uf his senior project. "This was us creating thjs, which made it very personal."
This was a true colloquium of student input and
creative. ideas. "Never has it been this way. Musici;ms,
ehsemble, the whole cast, nil there from dny one, colbbomting", said senior Adam C. Jones, who convincingly played the complex tragic chnracter of Golaud
in pmthll fulfillment of his senior project. The errly
days of work on the show consisted of serious thinking and discussion abuut mixed mediutns Students
became so involved in establishing thdr own renclition of M<lcterlinck's tragic, non-linear journey
thruugh the notion that the human soul will suffer
death for love, th;tt they added their own prologue.Thc gripping opening scene in which the ensemble
faintly clwnted "open the door, open the door," combined with the warm pitch~ of Christensen's music,.

pushed this viewer tu thoughts of the metaphysicnl,
the apparent and nor apparent, and the breakdown
of th.,; wall between human existence and nature.
"The music w;ls derived from sessions of improvis<1tiun," said Christensc:n. "We were trying tu capture
hmv it feels tu be homesick cmd in love, the similarities b~:twcen luve ;-md death, cs:-;entially translating
atmosphere into pitche:';." The music ensemble consisted of five students un cello, cbrinet, piano, ~md
synthesizer.
The cast moved methudically across the stage,
maintaining a convincing and mesmerizing tmnce

that spre<ttl tu tlw audil'nce. It invulvcd ch:mtin.l:
that pulsatL:-Ll in suhtk rises and fall:; in pitch and
volume, much like ~1 branch sways in the wind, or
water laps against the shun.:. ~uch subdc suun\.b, :1
complete student invention, brilliantly solidified the
metaphor of the human fonn and voice as rutun·.
One did nut need drugs tu enhance the sensual
qualitit:s of the production. The .cbbumtc ;md
striking urnament:ll C;JstLJill<: 1ltlll h;tir design', d(m<:
by Angelina Av:dlone, an artist (rum New York
City, twnsfonm·d the studl'!1ts into Urcek guJs 11nd
goddesses. Botticdli paintings came nlive on stage,
which must surely have been the intent. "Jeff had
us looking at classical p:1intings, trying tll mimic
the forms, trying to mudcl our characters off of
those figures," said Levy.
Like any drama affiliated with the format uf Gn::{_'k
tragedy, the chmncters lacked personality, bwing the
performances exaggerations of baliic emotions.
Mactcrlinck ccrt<1inly did nut want hi.s questions of
love and jealousy to be cunfu.sed by ch<mlcter cumplexity. ''They nre meant tu be .symhols,, cxpressi11g
universals rather than particulars," said Sichel. The
key to managing this char<lCter breakduwn, nccording
to freshman Kerry Conant, who gave :1 he~ll'tfelt debut
as Mclisanda, was f;tcial exprel'.siuns.
The prllduction was more successful tlwn h<ld been
expected. Over unc-hundrcd pcuplc altl.'nded t:<lch
night, despite plans fur unly furty, and the :;how ran
fur "more nights (6) than any show :';incc anybody can
remember," Jones said. AcconJing to Sichel, Pcllcas
and Mclisaiu.ln rccdvcd offers to move tu New York
City frl)m three theater companies.

The Zine Scene --~---------~---------

Moie Notes from the "Underground"
by Elissa Nelson & Lauren Martin, Columnists
Muffin Bones# 18 Ms. Emily K. Larned is entering her fifth year of zine~
dom. Wow! Muffin Bones is always an aesthetic treat to find in the
mailbox (or in the :ine library filing cabinets~~hmt, hint!), filled with
autobiographical comics, pen and ink drawings, and handmade borders.
The textual content is be:.:l.utiful as well: so intelligent, so lyrical, so perfect. The girl can write. Recurrent MB themes are thrift store loves and
old _black and white movies. Issue #18 contains lots about her nwve to
Kansas and the ro;Jd trip out there from her home in Connecticut. I
think Emily is oh~so-brave for moving out to the middle of the country
where she didn't know a soul. Don't just read this issue. Get yourself to
the Root Cellar~ dammit, anJ dig up the back issues too!

DWAN 21 TI1e layout leaves something tO be desired, but the content is
pretty good. The editor Dopny Smith describes DWAN as "a queer poeny
~;ine." Unlike most zines, which are done by one or two people, DWAN is
filled with both Donny's and several contributors' work. Several pages
involve im interview with Giti Thadani about lesbianism in ancient and

contemporary_)t:\_~iaf1.CUlture. There is lots of poetry, if you like that kind
o.f_fhi'£!g •. as .\Y~U ;:ts. ~~Y~J.~Lr~~-ding _li_sts, mostly of queer text.s and. zincs,

many from a multicultural perspective. It is obvious that Donny puts a lot

of time and effort into his zine.
. That's it for this week but if you're just dying to read more, always remt:m.ber
you can indulge your zine appetite at the zine library in the Root Cellar!
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Voted #1 Pizzeria
in Dutchess County!

3rd Place Award for the hottest

chicken wings
in the County!

"Perfection"
**** · Food .
**** Service

'Bard Db server, '0/2/9 7
Studeflt Reviewer

****

Value

Everything made fresh to order.

-Poughkeepsie Journal, 10/10/97

876-1212

Brenda Buchbinder Sacks,
Chef & Restaurant Critic

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••

20% 0ff
RED HOOK NEW YORK
DINNER & TAKE-OUT

5 . 11

TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY
914.758. MAXS

Any Order Over $10
One per offer. Not vaild with any other coupon or special. Expires 12-15-97

Taste For Yourse\r.

Inc.

sl:~-tdio

~ 327 \\-hl.L Sc. • Rtn9s'''"· N}?
Cuscou·"J •

CLassic •

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD
---•)---

c,.,,'Crt.l,...,S

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALI A
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
---+--ARGENTIN A
CHILE
COSTA RICA

15 rears c;s:pct.-tcncc • S;,..,9l.c-usc needles
'A..rcisc-1•1~ \\'tc/.,,n.tC Art...c..'<-Ja.ncc ''

{9/LJ)

331-/~)93

T H E B A R D C E N T E R P R E S E N, T S

Harpsichordist

Frederick Hammond
in a complete performance of

Girolamo Frescobaldi's
Recercari
on period-style harpsichord and organ

Wednesday, November 19, 8 p.m.
F.W. Olin Auditorium, Bard College

Fall, Spring or FuU Year. Scholarships Available.
Study Abroad Infonnation Session:

Representative:

Carolyn Watson

Date:

Wednesday, November 19

Location:

12:00 - 1:30
Kline Dining Hall

- At Table

Open to the public free of charge.

For further infurmamm c~mtact the lnsmute for Srudy Abroad. Butler University,
4600 Sunset A\·cnuc. lndi:mnptlhs, IN 46l08, Tel: 800/858-0229 Fnx: 317/940-9704

Mark your calendar for the second in a series of four lecture-recitals

INSTITUTE . FOR STUDY ABROAD

on "Great Piano Sonatas" with pianist Alan Gampel. His concert on Wednesday,

December 10, at 8 p.m. will focus on Beethoven .

BUTLER

UNIVERSITY
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The usual atmospheric
stuff? Electronica
By JOEL HUNT, Contributor
Lest anyone believe that llntve anything against
the most modern sounds available, I sh;lll review
the latest releases from that nebulous genre
knL)Wn as "electronica" this week. Granted, the
last review was a bit pedantic on the "air-guitar"
tip. The intention, if you will, was spelled out in
the hc<ldline, which, by the way, was not my
idea. Call me old-fashioned, but "air-sampler"
just doesn't h<we tht.! same ring to it. Well, if the
truth be known, I do listen to plenty of everything 1 can get my hands on. So does th<lt make
me qualified to analyze the current crop of electronic-based pop/rock/whatever? Sure docs!
Probably the most anticipated release on any
hipster's agenda this autumn is Dots and Loops,
the new double lp by Stcrcolab. Not that l put
much stuck in what hipsters think, but it actually stands up pretty well to the hype. I'm starting to like it more than their last lp, EmJJeror
Tomato Ketchup, which I wasn't a big fan of in
the first place. Well, whatever, the new lp is
much more seamless; the songs themselves are
more stylistically consistent. Of course, the
Stereolab penchant for goofy titles remains, as is
obvious with _the opening track ''Brakhage,"
which is, as any good film major should know,
named after ol' Stan. But aside from the lyrical
(mis)concerns of the lp, I must applcwd the
Labbies on their incredible ammgements, and
tlw impeccable guest musicians present. These
i~~ludc"in exc~ltent horn section, the irreprcss~
iblc John McEntire on marimba and various
instruments (not tu mention that he also engineered most _of the lp), and those enigmatic
Krautrockers responsible ((Jr Mouse on Mars.
The cd version is available domestically on
Ekktw, but if you d(~n't min~shf.;;llipg our__ rhe
e;d:m bucks, the importt.:J vinyl ~is av~i1.1ble'fr~m
Duophonic (the 'Lab's own label).
Certainly an interesting stylistic precursor tu
Dots and Loa[JS is tht.: self-titled lp by Turn-On
released earlier this summer. This "band" consiSts ufTim Gane and Andy Ramsay of Stereo lab
and Se;m O'Hagan of the High Llamas. This lp
also mkes a more "electronic" approach, dabbling slightly in the hazy atmosrheres proffered
by groups like Oval J'lnd Microstori3 (no surprise
there, as Microstoria remixed a Stereolab track
this past summer, and includes Dne-half of
Mouse on Mars). But, hey, every once in a while

ELECTRONIC IMPU1$E: Tum On Jlresages the stylistics of Dots an1 [oops<

that ol' Stereolab songwritin' style sneaks in.
And this boys' club even lets Laetiti<t sing on
one song, so it can't be all bad. Anyway, for
those of you (and you know who you are) who
don't have the patience for a double lp, this singular platter might be the way to go. And it h;ls
been licensed domestically to Drag City, so as to
keep the vinyl cost down.
Mouse on Mars has been mBking really inter-

Mouse on Mars also
construct melodies around
dizzying sound structures,
encompassing "high" and
"low" melodic forms. That
is, they are more than
content to build goofy,
cartoon
. . reminiscent
'
melodies out of the most
theoretical, complex
noodling, and vice ..versa.
esting instrumental electronic music for a while
now. Their relative obscurity seems due to the
fact that they don't fit into any easily identifiable
genre, and also due to the fact that, well, they're
German. They've released a slew of stuff un the'
Too Pure and Thrill Jockey imprint:-~, and currently have two brand spankin' new albums out.
Audioditacker, available domesticnlly on Thrill
Jockey, is a sprawling double lp which incorporates ''classic" German electronic references (to

RED HOOK NATURAL FOODS
9A South Broadway, Red Hook, NY 12571
(914)758-9230

the likes of Kr<lftwerk and Neu!) as well as more
rnodern techno and jungle forms. Mouse on
Mars also construct melodies ;m)und dizzying
sound structures, encompassit1g "high" and "low"
melodic furms. That is, they are mnrc tha11 content to build goofy, cartoon-reminiscent melodies out of the most theoreticnl, complex
noodling, <H1d vice-versa. This sort of pbyfulness
usually crl)f\S up in the work of the likes of
Aphex Twin and Squmepusher, and I find it tu
be certainly welcome. Instrumentals is the fi.rst
release on Mouse on Marsj L)Wn hlbel, Sonig. If
you didn't catch th~ joke, well, maybe I should
clue you in: all their music is "imtrumentnl,"
excepting the ucc1sinn<1i guest ~1ppcanmcc by
Laetiti<l s~Kiier t)f Stcn.:obh. lnstrumcnt:lls is
quite n bit different frum Audiodiwcker; nor quite
-as husy or- bombastic. Obviously, Mouse on Mars
is no one-trick-techno-pony, and well worth
checking out. Do yourself <1 favor .md buy their
previous lp's - Vulmland, laora Tahiti, ;md Cache

Coeur Naif <ls well.
Autumn also marks the appe:mmce of the
new release by England's much-heralded Spring
Heel J<Kk. Busy, Curious, Thirst)' is the title of
their new triple lp (whew! talk about length!).
This duo is known primarily for its "thinkingperson's drum n' bass," and the music on this outing both lives up to and ddie!i such an
expectation. The first disc stnys mostly within
familie1r territory for them: pulsating jungle b~:1t:-~
weaving in and out of complex, yet lush electronics. Disc T\vo, however, is a complete departure from any of their previous releases.
Beginning with "Galapagos .3" (a reworking, if
you will, of a Tortoise remix), Spring Heel Jack
delve more int~._J the realm of late-twentieth century "serious" music. I know such a term may
seem vague, but this is deliberate: within even
the sp<~ce of a "song" Spring Heel Jack manages
tu aumlly envelop twentieth-century development::> such ;1s scrialism, minimali!im, "percussive" music, ;1nd clcctnwlic innovatiun. Quit~.: n
feat, indeed. And they dlln't need the ''validatiun" of :-;uch intrusions ;1s "conductors" l)r ''professional musici<ms," either. Ui'lfortunatdy, the
third disc, while very amazing, dl)eS not quite
live up to the genre-defying synthesis of Dbc
Two. However, it does conrain some better-thanroutine d n' b, but seems like it would have
worked more effectively as a twelve-inch :-~inglc.
Well, that's about ,d! fur this week. Next time:
reviews of new releases by Jess:Hnine, The Sea
and Cake, Will Oldham, Acri<ll-M, lsotupc-217,
and possibly more. Take care, and don't forget to
listo:.:n, er, write. Right?
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Boogie Nights:

gate family to replace their dysfunctional biologthe audience to understand Dirk. We underical family experiences. All assuming traditional
stand why he got into the industry: low self~
· nuclear family roles, the characters support each
esteem, the lure of the glamour, and the chance
to prove himself with the only talent he believes
other in situations that range from congrattdations on a filmed blow job well done to forgiving
he has. Instead of condemning the cocaine
violent drug-induced behavior. In one scene, Jack
addicted porn-queen's quest to get custody of
Horner, who assumes the father figure role, instiher son, we find pity. The story proves to the
gates a s~xual enco~mter between Rollergirl and
audience that she Is caring, kind, loving, and in
warped way. even responsible. As she
By ABIGAIL ROSENBERG, Opinions Editor
. ·Dirk. to test Dirk's potential
drawing al1 audi~
- - - - - - - -........---..............,.-...,..,_.,.,..-.,. ·'l ' ence in porn .films. In another scene, Horner caresses Dirk's face and assures him that his
Iht> New York Times has called it the decade that · sends RoUergirl to her room tOHdy it up. In both
first performance for the camera was "sexy," we
won't go away. From the fashion runways to the
Instances Horner reacts with. the same fath~r,ly
know that Amber Waves cares about protecting
musical sampling of the Bee Gees by such mainyoung Dirk from the dark side of the industry.
affectior1for his "ki_ds." The film is able totranstream groups as Wycliff Jean and the Fugee
Stemi t;raditional morals, to ~Ciflgthe c}laia~ters' .• . In examples like this, a value system within this
Ali~Stars, th<: 70's have found a seemingly perma· pornographic world becomes apparent. The
film is ln essence about the lint's that are drawn
nent home in 90's Am erican popular culture. In the
current era of safe sex or abstinence and overem· by this extended family within the industry and
what the consequences are when . they are
phasis on political correctness, the nostalgic recreatlon of a time where sexual encounters were as
crossed. As long as the characters stay within
easy to come by as a glass of water, fashion was the
their culture of business-like sex, low- budget
main concern of any self respecting futlbloocied
glitzy parties. and heavy drug use, they are able
swinger. and cocaine was. as ea:oy. to
L_, C
to function in perceivably normal ways, but as
the outside world begins to infiltrate
"Learn to Hustle" record, allows for our paren~ !o i
th~ - t~refr
remember their disco days and our generation to (
this haven, disaster occurs.
J1
The basic storyline of tha~young-kid~trying~
get a peek at .what they say we 111i~~e~. 'fhi~Ji~e.:.J ·---~, bypass
however, the decade is represented with a bit of a ;
to-make-it-in -the-glamorous-world-only - to~be~
dragged-dovm -by-varlous-vices Is an appealing
twist. by director Paul Thomas Anderson. In keep- ;
f!lig~~
ing with contemporary '70's films (Satun:/ay Night i
·
one. We are constantly rooting for Dirk, even as
Feve!} and genre films focusing
decade :
we. watch him make terrible choices. We are
attracted to Amber Waves because we know that
(Fora;st Cump), Boogie NightS storyline is 'nothing
unique. What keeps the audience watching for the
o•
her mat~mal instincts override h er choice of
. entire 165 minutes is the fact that lt is set within
.
_
. .
lifestyle. We forgive her for bocor.ning part of this
the porn industry, a haven for all the materialism
humanity to the f()refrontin order to bypass the
sex industry and as is the case with almost aU of
and objectification that (!pitomizes the decade.
discomfort that the ~udience might feel d\Je to the
the characters, their participation ln this subculture
The film portrays a world of sex. drugs, booze.
pornographic setting. The screen~riter successseems less the product of choke and more the sole
and oversized egos with wJlich r:tally thea~ergoers
fully creates .a family atmosphere. that although option of dead-end lives.
are familiar, but this time there is a surprising
incestuous to the extreme; .all ca.n envision . .• . _ .
It's always worth $7.50 to be taken back in time
ingredient: family loyalty. \t\fithin the subculture
Even though it ·may seem Impossible given
to a decade that. was so visually oriented.· From
of a popular series of "adult films", Boogie Night$
the nontraditional dioice of lndustrie.$ _ lq_por- . sequins to htrriported Italian~ nylon to faux snake~
characters include Jack Homer. the director {Burt
tr<;~y, the ....t;haracters .~re .believable although
skin, Boogie NightS attention to detail made th.e
Reynolds), Dirk Diggler, the 17 ·year-old male
pathetic.
is not a large step for .the audi~nce i fum a satisfying experience. The ricJmess of the....
star (Mark Wahlberg of the Funky Bunch fame),
to sympathize wfth Dirk Diggler when he talks .costwnes _and . ~he.. characters, the never-ending .. .
Amber Waves (Julianne Moore of Short Cui:~. . abouthis ·13 :-:inch "~ne specialthing. ;; By·s11ow~ humor of characters' introduction$ .to Dirk's tick~t .
the female star of Horner's films, and Rollergirl
ing .us . interactions .between Dirk and .his abu- . to stardom. and a bold experiment in casting on
(Heather Graham of Drugstore CoH-tiaj}, a sort of j sive mother early on in the film, the level of
the part of Anderson made Boogie Niglus one of
all-purpose character, who together form a surra- ; character development is sufficient enough for
the better choices for a night at the movies.
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Jesus Christ Superstar: Do You
Thi nk You're Wh at The y Say You Are?"
First Bard Musica l in 20+ years plays to capacity audiences and standin g ovations
By CAITLIN JAYNES,
Assistant Arts & Entertainmen t Editor
Trampling through snow, ice, nnd "'
bone-chilling wind, penpl e hurriedly
walked tmvards Bard's Chapel uf the
Holy Innocents S~turday night. The
throng consisted of pcucnts and
friends, some from hundreds of miles
away who had come just to sec the
event being hdd tha t night. The
entrance hclll of the chapel was
packed with those eagerly awaiting to
see if they would be granted admittance. They were the unfortunates
who waited too late to make reservations, and therefore had to settle for a
place on the waiting list. The second
perfurmance of the independent student musical pwduction ofTim Rice's
and Andrew Lloyd Webber's jesus
Christ Superstar was booked solid.
. The first musical produced at Bard in
over twenty years, it would continue
to play to a capacity audience.
After much pre-concert hullabaloo, the last stragglers settled in
and the event was ready to begin.
Welcoming the audience were
director Sarah Anderson, and stagemanager Minmda Buffam, whose
idea it was to prtlducc Jesus Christ
Superstar at Bard. The lights then
dimmed . and ~xcitement . b.:g<'!n tu
build as a live orchcstr<'!l gr~up at
the front of the chapel commenced
with the show. Along with guitar,
bass, piano, drums, flute, saxophone, and violin, the chapel's large
pipe-organ was first used in the
overture, and would return to add
musical strength in key moments
later on in the performance .
Fluctuations between bright lighting and pitch-darkne ss were used dramatically thwughout the show to
convey special efft:cts of scenes owing
to the production's lack of technolThis contrast enhanced the tone
of the show, drawing on the work of
the actors, particubrly in segments
directly involving Jesus (Meredith
(Terence
and Judas
Yayanos)
O'Rourke). Unfortunf1te ly, due to
unavoidably awkward seating arrangements and over-booking , it was dif-

ogy.

HEAL ME CHRIST: An undulating sea of lepers OVefwhelm
a reluctant Jesus of Nazareth (Yayanos).

WELL DONE, JUDAS: Back~d by t he rocking cast, Terence O'Aourl<e belts out the title song, "Jesus Christ Superstar."

ficult fur many spectators to see all of
the action at the front of the chapel.
In order to make the best use of the
limited space, movement through the
center and side aisles was inv.:grnl,
bringing the ;Ktion into the entire
chapel and surrounding the audience.
The actors were the show. There
was no set, the costumes were simplistic, and the band was always in
the background to support the
actors' strident perfurmances . Each
- character encomp<1ssed unique iden tities, each specific due to the interpretation of the actors, especially
Jesus
singing.
their
through
(Yayanos) appwpriatel y had the
strongest, and most passionf1tely sincere voice of all th<:: characters. Judas
(O'Rourke) sang with power and
crazed confusion; Mary Magdalene
(Emily ~illiams) was characterized
by love and devotion through her
smooth melodic voice. Caiaphas the
. regal high-priest (Morgan Piclli)
sang with pomposity in an amusing
deep-voice. Pontius Pilate (Brian
Scheidl) individualize d his voice
with a refined English accent signifying the arrogance of Pilnte's ariswcracy. King Herod (Nick Corrao),

the big clown of the performance ,
had a ,mockingly sloppy baritone
with which he performed a vaudevillian, show-stealin g Broadway tune.
Th~: ensemble churus of characters
including the apostles, priests, and
] udas' snul girl:; hdd great imptlrt<mcc ti.1r the performance as well,
adding necessary strength with move-

mcnt and singing, and working in
cuherdtt unity.
The dirccturs revealed thL·ir creativity and imagination most effectively thwugh their inventive,
utterly simplistic compL·ns;Hitll1 f\)f
the lack nf sets ur lighting effect;-; in
tlu: production. Producing the show
in the chapel space gave the performance an appmpriarc unique atmosphere, <md conveniently prnvided
symbnli c signific:mce thruugh the
integrated usc of the crucifix on the
altar. Judas's suicide for his guilt at
bctmying Christ is portrayed by the
rnachitntion s of his Soul Girls (Jess
Adams, Mayumi Ando, January
Morelli), who cover him with a hblCk
shrnud in his dcvastat iDn. The lights
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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The Effects of the Moon
by Nicole DiSalvo, Columnfst
In astrology, the moon is considered to rule the
~rings \V!ili it th.~ apHity to d~~ect true. inteft- .
sign of Cancer. Thl.ls it hascon~e.cti(ms to the . tio:ns. Moon in SAGITTARil)S ··is the hes.i
emotional Hfe, as well as the subconscious.
time to hav~ ~:·_party~ People· are optiil"listic;
. Wht;n lookirig at a. .[:,irth charr.,.·ihesig~ the 1. sanas self restraip.t. A philosophical
· · :U\obnjs·intells us in which area., oflif~ we ne~~ reyeals itself~urifig thi.§rnoon: CAPRI...
to feel secure, and points us toward.s .the tools 'GOJ1N ID()'?l1 is the.p~rf~ci 'tltiJe
home
for attaining that . security. Looking at the .i feeling _ ,sorry for· yo~rself, ~nd to do all the
moon as it affects the whole population, we see : work
"ignored. dui:lrig t~e more outgoing
that it has .?.• strong effect on all of us. The .:_· moons. The move it)tq AQtJJ\.IUUS. brings
1
moon lqvcs one astrological sign approxi-~~~h-~-~~d-ed" objecti~ity.,
is the bes~ .
m.<ttely every two and a h<llf days. This
time ·r.o sit down and sdf-ev~luate. PISCES
fe£ts itself to us in a general mood, a feeling , moon can move people to self.-pity, but we all
that permeates everyone. The posit·i~n cifthe_l manifest .rn.ore Piscea11. empathy and altruism.
moon <.'lffects the emotions of everyone he.re .O.I1 :
Earth, albeit in different ways.
~,
It is the opinion of this astrologer that we can ;
use this to our advan~age. Somj;! [lctivid~. ar~~. -L.,
best acc:o.mplished in one moon position,_ some · :
in <l~Other. What follows is a (very) abbrevl:;1ted_
gui~e to the moon in the astrological sign;s,an~
differ~!Jt
how to use these positions to your advantitge. ·
The. ARIES moon is a good time for starting
ne.w projects, though not much ge~ . finished
One final n_ot~: when.Jhe ntoon ente.rs your sun ··
during this time. People are energetic and t,~nd :!_· . 11ign, th~ ~eJ't_tw~ to rhree d~ys.h~v~··the ~ten~ .
·.to act. .a~.bit like childrep.. The moon .in TAU... .. tial to be the most productive~ creative days of
·iUJS is <l relaxed, unmotivated time.~ O·o~4 ~~fJ th~ whole: m()nth~ Th,~gs}ust gp more sm??th~Y. .
trying to·· get ~nything done qui<:kiy-T~n.irui. f" .on these 'days. I(possible·, schedule Moderation·
moon is a.H about stopping to smdl the roses. ' and Senior Project boa~:~f(}r. gays_wh~n the.
With the moon's move intp GEMINt people
moori is in your sign.
perk up .. Commu~ication is exceptiohally :
By the same token, beware when the moqn
smooth .at. this . time, and we emphasize. our.. enters your polart or opposite sign. (The set$
of polars are: Aries-Libra, Taurus~Scorp"io;·
intellectual, logical side. Save all sentimentalitY
emotional .discussions with love(ignes for. Gem·ini·S~gittaiJus, G~!lce~~9apriCorr~ 1 -~eo...
the CANCER moon-people are most receptive
Aquarius. and Virgo~l5Eices.) .These are the
at this time, if a bit moody. A LEO
is the
days when you should l:;~y low and c.on.fine .
best dme to. give any type of performance; this
yourself to bed. Welt not really. Just be more
.creative, exuberant moon brings out both peo- · careful.than usu:;~L This is wh~n you are most .
likely to fail an.. exam,.accidentally er~seyour
pie's ability to entert<'lin and their ability to
enjoy ehtert3inmerit. The mqon "111 VI.BGO is
hard drive, ':?rget a speeding ticket. These.
li1<e a cold slap in the fuce from reality. Now is don't, howe~~r, need to be "bad 1' d~ys. Just
the best time. to write a <::r~tical paper, but ; thinks of it as a Universe-decreed resting
beware oftuming that critical voice o 11 yourself T peri~~{ and pamper yourself.
agd qthers. LIBRA moon is nice. ancf relaxing; ' Moon placements for t~e rest of November:
16th_(i:30'a~~~}, CANCE&; 19th (9:30:'Lm:);
people are romantic but a hitJa;r.y. SCOJU>IO
moon brings our powers of persuasion to their
LEO; 21st (8 p.m.), VIRGO; 24th (9:30 a.m.),
peak; •~ttempt a seduction or a~k f~r a paper
LIBRA.; 26th (9:45 p.m.} SCORPIO; 29th,
extension, but beware, because Scorpio abo. (7:30a.m.), SAGITTARIUS.
.;'::_f__
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in the entire che1pel, except for the light abl)vc rhe
crucifix, fade into darkness, and the rest of the cast
members, silhouetted by the stained-glass windows
chant in a solemn tone "so long Judas, poor old judas."
Presentation of the 39 lasht:s -Jesus's initial sentence from Pilate- is another commendably creative
effect. Simulated in the show thruugh a combination of movement from each person whipping, a
drum beat, and tht:n the movement of Jesus flinching, the allocation of blows to each of his former
supporters intensifies the cruelty of the betrayal.
The most moving of the effects is the representation of Jesus' crucifixion. To simulate the Hct, Jesus
walks slowly and solemnly, anm slightly raised at
the sides, to the front of the chapel. His eyes arc
focused on the crucifix at the altar as he delivers his
last words. Standing directly in front of the crucifix,
Jesus procbims, "Father, into your hands l commend· my spirit," and falls to the floor in Jeath.
The production of jesus Christ Superstar at Bmd
is the result of over a semester and a half's worth of
work. When it became obvious that the dramn
department WflS unable to accommodate a fullscale musical production, Anderson nnd Buffmn
turned to Bard Professor and Chaplain Bruce
Chilton, working with him in a tut~}rial last :;cmester studying the parts of the Bible, and the religious
and historical context in which the show takes
place. With funding from the Religion Department
and Dean LGvine, anJ the additional r1id of three
more directors, the project was ready to commence.
Jeff Lewonczyk worked as assistant director,
emphasizing the dramatic interpretation of the
show. Scott Gendcl nnd Arie Singer both held the
positions of musical directors, working with the
vocal and instrumental aspects of the show (Singer
also served as conductor during the <Ktua1 performance, and Gendel played the piano) .
Due to the show's popularity and the rarity of
such an occurrence here, the first five scheduled
performances were booked within days, prompting
the addition of a Sunday matinee and a Tuesday
evening show, which filleJ up just as quickly. Let's
pray that it isn't another twenty years before the
next musical production at Bard.
(Co~ediwr/martyr's note: Those of you desperately
yearning to attend tonight or tomorrow's evening perfor~
mances without hat.ling made a reservation, be not
entirely without hope: there are always no~shows, and as
the ensemble is loathe w tum anyone away, they'll prob~
ably be able to cram you in somewhere. Provided that you
call x4622 RIGHT NOW to resen•e a fJlace on the wait~
ing list, chances are good that you'll get in.)

The Stabl,izing Force of Foster's
By STEPHANIE SCHNEIDER, Arts & Entertainment Editor
When we first entered Foster's Coach House in Rhinebeck my dinner companions and I agreed that you get this sense that you have been transplanted to the W[liting line for some Disney World ride like "Pirates of the
Carrlbean". Yet it doesn't seem to be a very exciting ride becnusc, instead
of sumt:thing like pimtes, the motif is equestrian.
We were greeted by sig1~s de.o:;ignating certain areas of the restaurant
"Churchill Downs" and the "Hayloft," CJS well as by a life-size wooden horse
complete with a disprop()rtionately sized wooden jockey who looked like
he'd been one too mnny times around the track. He had only one ear,
numerous gashes in the back of his head, and was chained to a post.
This place has a warm, cozy feeling, one you'd appreciate on a rainy night.
That is, until you realize that you're inside .a stable; the walls and ceilings
are covered with v<uious equipment, ranging from saddles and riding crops
to a horse's tail. The attention to detilil was immense and I later noticed
that even the doorknob to the bathroom was an old horseshoe. Before you
leave Foster's I would recommend making a phone call from the carriage/phone booth, a great photo opportunity if one day you decide to bring
mom and dad. The only thing I would suggest that Foster's add to their
racetrack theme is a special room dedicated to off-track betting.
We were seatl'd in our own stall which doubled as a booth and were
glad to see that the horsy theme ended at the menu. But Foster's Coach
House is probably not the best place for vegetarians and the like; the
looks of the place brim with the prospect of meat. The menu was predominantly meat oriented. If you're a light eater, you should probably
opt for a stt:ak sandwich or .clam dog, wherens if you're in for the long

haul you can choose an item from the charcoal pit.
- · Service was friendly rmd accommodating and I should say right away
thilt all the food we ate .,_vas the best-we've ever had in a stable. We starte;:J
out the with a familiar appetizer , potato skins. Now these potato skins
were the best-the best we've had in a stable-but altlwugh I liked the idea
of skins with a cheese topping, it had to be pointed out w me that the topping was actually cheese. The cheese of choice could've b~:en one a little
more flavorful. For the next course, I ordered a tusseJ salad which I was a
little disturbed to find it rather gritty. I wrote it off, though, telling myself,
-''oh, I'm sure they're just br~:ad crumbs," but to·this day try not to dwell un
th<lt thought. Now the broccoli soup on the other hand, which was the
other option besides salad, was the best-inside and outside of a st<lble.
For the m<1in course, I let go any inhibitions and chose the most expensive item on the menu, the New York Sirloin with mushroom caps. With
minimal gristle, the steak was the best-the best I've haJ in a stable-and I
was happy to find that all the vegetables th<lt came with it tasted like meat
as well. My companions ordered the seafood sampler and chicken parmesgan and both commented that these were the best dinners. they've ever
eaten-in a stable.
The portions were big (reflected in the check). We concluded that the
steak would win, the broccoli soup would place, just breaking down the
stretch, and the potato s<lbd would show.
So if you're looking for theme eating, yet Sl)mething less participatory
than Medieval Times, I'd say you'll enjoy a fine me;ll at Foster's. Or, <lt least
the finest you've ever eaten while inside a stable.

Stephanie Schneider is not the head of PETA.
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Education in South Africa Stifled
By Agenda and Demands of the Rich
PIE student laments Mandela's condemnation of protests, government capitulation
By MICHAEL CANHAM, Contributor

of the 20 wealthiest families in South Africa. This
·sUrvey w;ls- to teve;ll the precise annual per capita
income of these families. The results were there
for all to sec. The survey revealed that the total
perstmal prnfit, calcuLltcd together, amounted to
no less than 70 billion rands ($24 billion), of
which one of the ''poorest" l)f these families
accrued just over 45 million rands ($16 million).

Congress-led govemmcnt was no longer serving
their interests, but those of big husin(•ss. This W<lS further shmvn after Mandeb Clmdemnl.!d the <Ktions
taken by students, when he issued a stern warning
that if students cuntinued to act in such a selfish
manner, "South Africa's economy was h~.:ading for
imminent cnllapse" and that "big business would in
the future be reluctant to invest in higher educatiun."
TI1is <malysis by our preskk·nt was a telling act of
capitubtion to the agenda and demand:-; of the rich.
For example, the pn.:silh:nt had 11\) prohlem when
extmvagnnt members of parliament started demanding an increase of their annunl flight bet1dits to
Mauritius ;md \)ther prestigious holidny resorts. ll.l
this end, legislation was piloted thmugh the
ANC-led cabinet :md dc:;pitc trcmcndtms public
nutcry, the p;1rliamcntmi:u1s Wl're rewarded an
increase, this time not unly for annual vacatiuns, hut
also to enable their children to gain admission intl>
South Afric.1's well resllUtccd whitl', suburban colleges and universities. The imny is that tht:rc was nl)
"imminent colbrse of the economy," but when students demanded ;1 slice of the: pic, dwy were immediately confmntcd by Stluth Africa's army, the
country's most powerful app<lrntus.
How can you mil up your sleeves and contribute
to the transformation of South Africa when, as ;l student, you have sleepless nights <ll1ticipating the
moment when you will be told to pack your hags and
leave bccll!~e you arc unahle to pay yuur fees? Thl:
widc~prcad myth uf freedom and equality for all in
South Africa hils bccnmc the Rcrlin Wall hlocking
real change for those who have no access tu clean
water and decent living conditions. Whilt will happen to thusc who arc uncmplllycd and living in
squalor, and n1ost importantly, to the illiterate who
continue to be n1anipubtl:d with prumises of rcwar&;,
if they buy into th~: reality dwr there i8 no money in
South Africa? Real change in South Africa will not
happen by a gen~.:ral comlt:mnation of thl: status quo.
It is thl' duwn-trlkldcn tn<lJority and those who share
a vision of a world free u( l.!Vil, opprcssilm, dcgnKbtiun and violence who will have tll act ami act Elst!
. Yes, all can sec th~1t ch:mge is h ~1ppL't1ing in
South Afric1, but fur the.: worst.

"Change does nGt happen overnight." These were
the words of Nelson Mandela l)l1 May 10, 1994 after
his inauguration as South Africa's first democratically
elected president. He went further to say that "it was
now time to roll up tmr sleeves, put our hands to the
spade and begin the long walk to freedom." On a
dosing and critical note, he left most South Africans
with sorne food for thought by warning that expectations should not reach "unrealistic levels," as South
Africn was still a fledgling democracy.
For most of us who had tirelessly fought in the
liberation struggle, at times to the peril of our families, we were now being told to begin a new struggle
for freedom. It was as Mandela emphasized; that we
have to change gears from resistance to the politics
of reconciliation, reconstruction and development.
Parallel to the politics of national reconciliation
was that for the first five years of freedom, the big
business conglomerates in South Africa, namely
DeBeers, a mining company, Anglo America,
Barlow Rand-both kitchen appliance manufacturing companies-and many others, were to lead the
peaceful transition tu gen~1ine democracy. But on
un~l?le ~o
what basis? A careful reader would not fail to realize
that it was to be the profit motive and free-m<'lrket
which make it possible. By implication, the wealthy
Moreover, these figures did not reflect the income
were to become even wealthier before the material
from property owned in other parts of the world,
for e xample, and deposited in the Swedish Bank.
aspirations of the poor could be catered to. It seems
Around the same time that thts SL!tvcy was done,
that when the rich deem it necessary, they would,
out of a change of heart, distribute that wealth to
a big debate was ensuing in South Africa regarding a
proposal by the government in which a number l)f
the poor. Now this is a striking contradiction
black c~11lege campuses would have to be shut ~.!own
because nowhere in history have the rich ever surbecause the government no longer had the money to
rendered their wealth without being forced to,
fund black educatiun. This was <-1 surprise because it
either through legislation or violent means. This
was the very same colleges thnt had collabunned with
selfless distribution theory is the longstanding myth
thepresent gL)vcrnment to oust the racist, fascist and
that the poor majority have to endure.
D~ klcrk <md his lacksepHratist gove~1m-ent led
Clearly, :1s the rich had become super-rich by
eys. Fmstrated by the slow pace of delivery and the
pressuring government to liberalize tax impositions on their rrofits, the freedom of big business _lurking prospect of the collapse of black education,
is the kind of genuine freedom that the South _thQusands of students took to the streets in defc!lccof
their right tu learn. The response of the government
African Government w;-mts its people to accept.
The following example should illustrate this _varied frL)m meetings with university presidents to
sending armored tanks and vehicles to shoot at wb~1t
point. Tow;1rds the end of the 1995 finilncial year,
one of South Africa's most cdcbntteJ b ourgcoi~
Ma11d~b c;1_lled "unruly students," What bec<Hne :
newspapers, The CafJe Times, conducted a survey
clear to students was that. the Afriqn. __N.y1~i~~n~~)_ ~~-i~.!l~am is f!_ PIE scwlcnt f!mn S(mth {\[rica.

How can you roll up your
sleeves and contribute
to the transformation
of South Africa when,
as a student, you have
sleepless nights anticipating
the moment when you will
be told to pack your bags
and leave because you are
pay your fees?

by

~~---------· The

Case Flies_ .-________,..._.._...,....,...,.....,. _

Roasting the Sac:red Cows
by David Case, ·columnist
I am looking for something to guide me. My subscriptions to High Times
and The Economist arc about to lapse and 1 need a new beaco-n of shining
righteous light to guide me into a safe moral harbor. Unfort,:unately, the
new callJgirl service on campus costs too much for my budget, and Leah
La Valle's p:nemalistic posse seem to be momentarily unwilling to wander
the campus dispensing free moral advice to students and their parenrs.
Therefore, I am forced to look to the students. Luckily, a few student
organizations seem extremely willing to fill this void and have declared
themselves to be forces of indisputable goodness on campus. For the most
part, students accept that even questioning their motives or operations
will result in a catastrophe of biblical proportions. So, in order to find a
new morc•l guidepost, alii have to do is scan the barrage of carnpus propaganda and see which groups have ascended the moral mountain and
daim to look down at the unwashed masses~ However, if one of us sinners
should dare to burn one of these sacx~d cow~_ (d<:m't get any ideas, Chris
Planer) they are rightfully put down as pro-rape, pro--oppression, or
dreaded "sexually confused." ·
So, with this latest round of c<.mtroversy about the merits of shoving a
stick,through a dead pig, spinning it around, and eating it {as a reaction
to the Liberal threat posed by the massive organizational power of
- B.A.R.C.), comes word that B.A.R.C. i~ in favor of "peace and ethics."

rhe -

-Now that 1 know which club is good-! c.~n be firm in my cmwicticms thnt
the Chess Club and Model UN _are in f~vor of war and realrnlitik, the
Observer is about voyeurism, and the College Bowl has something to d<:>
with an illegal drug.
B<~rd EMS posters ask, "We save lives, wh<-'lt do you do?'' Does this
mean that people who don't mange to make it through their sect~t inter~
view process destroy lives? Or do they just give cocaine to kids like the
rest of us mortals? I guess one of the benefits of being a sacred cow is that
no·one wit! dare ask how Bard EMS can claim to be "confidential'' when
anyone who has ever been taken to the hospital for anything remotely
alcohol-related will invariably have to speak to one of those highly~
trained people at DOSO {because a Security guard is dispatched with
EMS to take rhe name of the patient}. But, since EMS has sacred cow sta·
tus, anyone who complains about this recipient of convocation funds is
definitely anti-health 1 and opposed to all that is good in society.
Its a good thing that in view of the recent rapes, anyone outside
BRAVE who dares quesrion thdr rhetl)ric, methods, or competence cnn
be declared to be pro-rape! Even though BRAVE has a sacred trust, and
many people quietly accuse BRAVE members of taking that trust lightly,
on~e will dare publicly critiCize BRAVE, or irs workings. It's ;-unaz.ing
that the 11 free exchange of ideas" at Bard can happen In such a Wf!Y so as
to never desecrate or offend the idols at Bard.
Indeed, there are a few more examples of clubs that stand on top of the
moral mountain, but I donfr want to mention them all, becal!-se gnly so
many sacred cows can graze on my moral pasture. So, in this confusing
world of conflicting morals, ~thics, and ideas, Ohe need only look as far as
i:o know what is good.
the posters on the old

no
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with the academic year. Oe;ldline tn npply fi,r
Spring l 998 internships is Nnvember 30, 1997.

Cla ssif ied s
'98 : Eleventh Annual
Phntogwphy Exhibiti(ln, M;m;h 21-April 25,
!998. juror: Lise• Dennison , Cur<lt<>r uf
Col!ecti.ons, Guggcnht'im Museum , NYC.
Cash awards/ exhibition opportunitit;!S. Slid~:
de<tdlinc: January 24, l 998. Sene! SASE f,,r
prospectus: B;trrcu House G :tlkrie~, 55
Noxnn Street, P"u!!hkc:epsie, NY, 12601; L1x
(914) 471-2671-l; (lf C<1ll (914) 471-2550.
PHOTOWO RK

Academic·ba secl J.:r<lllp lt>;lVing fur the rainforest u f Kal im:mtan {B<lrncn) nn December 27
:md J:mu:uy l S to ~• udy Pr:mguram. Sp;1ce is

limit eel. If int~·r~·stl•cl, .:all l-ti00-5! 0-4578 or
e - r~1:1il AIIA!'<'s@;lt >k<>l11
Internships & Joh Opportunitie s
RcmL'm bc·r th :H '"ng, "Oh l wi>h l wen: an
Oscar Mayer Wiener''! Wdl, \.)scar M:tycr is

actually lDDking (,,r [X'<1pk· wl11' want t•> be
wieners. E:Kh year recent cnlkgc gr:1<lu<1te>
r::ct pai,l t<> travd .rll over North America.
They :Hr<.:nd t' Xciting t•vcnrs lik<· the Super
Bnwl and M:1r,li Gms, :1s well :t;; p:ua,lcs, f:tirs,
;m,! (haritics. Tht·y arc goodwill :unbmsadors
for Oscar M<1ycr Foods. Did I ll1l' lltlllt1 they
travel in a 27-fout·lnng hut clog on whcds?
Tlw H,>rdogger~. pii(Jts of tht· Wkncrmobile s,
spend :1 full yc:u trm•ding from l"l\>rckr tn bor-

appearances. A nwjnr portion nf the jnb is
participating in tdevisinn , newspaper. ;m,J
radio interviews. For mnre info or if ynu think

this int<'rnsh ip sarisifies your appetite: fi •r fun,
excitement, and ;1dventure, cont:lct Osc1r

Staff

x4526, e-m;lil
Ple;lSe call
accidenr.
lr 342@htrd.edu, m drop a note in Campus
M;1il for bux 768.

Mayer, Wien<'rmnhil e Oep;1rtmcnt, P.O. Box
7188, M;tdisnn, WI 53707, call Kirsten Suto
at {6m3) 285-3204, nr e-n-liil burn@kr.1ft.com

Edit<1rs-in-Chicf
Meredith Yay:mos
Lilian Rohinsun

Lnnki~g -f,,r sr\1~icnt~ (wn-rk/sttl~li ;ind otlwrs)
who art.' able ;mel avai1;1blc to ;1ssist in conct.'rr

"Datl:line NBC" Student Broadcnot lmt-rn-

pmduction. Prior h,1use experience desirable
but nnt required. Inquiries can be m:1de ro
Amie McEvoy, President and Manager of
Music Prqgmms <H x7425 nr via campus m;1il.

ships. We're J,l;lking for bright , en<:rgt>tic selfstarters who will be valu:tble additions to nur
W<ll{ing t-~:al1\ - in - W;1~hlngr"n D.C.! H~·re' s
your P['j'llrtuniry t<J le.lrn rlw ins an,! outs of
fe;1turt· .md -investig;Hivt> segment pr<)duction;
:1ssist with rc,.:;u..:h, >tury dt:\·dopment, ;mel
fil·ld pn1clt1ction; and work wi th l"Xpcrienccd ,

aw:1rcl-winntnf.! jnurnali>ts. Ynu must pn;;sess
- cxcclknt n:~l·md) ;mcf C<•mnuinlcni on s~ilb;
be a junior, se nior, or gmdu;ir~: stuclent intl·r·
esrcd in pursuing a c:m:cr in journalism;
receive aclcle~nic creclit fo~ your inten1sl1ip;
ami b~ ;1bi~: to omunir a m.i nimum of :ZO Flllursil week. If you're ready tl) tak'e ,)tir ch;~ lle-t~ge,
please send a orw -p;~ge cover lctt.e r :mel resume
tn lntt'rn Cmr,lin:Hm, - DATELINE - NBC,
4001 Ncbrasb Av~:., NW, W:1shingtnn D.C.
20016. Yllu can <liSn fax tl) - (rot) 885"-4!358.
Summer, fnll, :md spring interns.hips coin..:ide

Ob ser ver

Wanted: Ride tn New Haven on Wednt."sd<~y,
November 26, rhc day befnre Thanksgiving .
I'm mnre th<m willing tn pay f<)f gas and c;m
guaml)tee _conversarinn th<H will m<1ke you
( rhe driver) exsufflh:ate wirh c;1chin;
nation-but not sn much that Y<lll'll have an

dcr and co:1st to cnasr making pn1motional

Announceme nts:

1997

Actnrs/actress~ s . _

Design Editor
Nate S.:hwarrz
News Editm
Basil Bouris

Lnc1l entcrta inmcnt <1gen~:y

Opinions EJitl'r
Ahigail Ros~:nhl'rg

ln.. king fur t<~len recl, viv:Kious, responsible
penplc t<l portray ch:H;lCtero ;H ..:hildren\
Arts

birthcby parties. Mmr haw c:1r. Excellent p:ly.
Mmt W<>rk nn weckenlk Call (914) 758-6084.

0

& Entertainmen t Editm
Stephanie' SdmC'idcr

Assistant A&E Editor

All classifi..:d ads are printed free of c.:h~r~c to th!!
ad\'<.:rtisl.'r. _The Ba.rJ _Qb>en•cr "r~sl!H'cs" thl!
ri[!;ht to l!dit tht~n for lcn[.!th c.md clarity, howct•cr.
Ptcase try to keep yuur cui to a ma.\imum of 75
words. Students: send ycmr (Ul(~) to the Bard
Db saver t'ia carnptjs maiL Others : s..:nd your
ad(s) tu The Bard Obs~;:rvcrJ Bard Cotlcgc:,
.Annandale-on- Hudson, NY 12504 . The Obse_rver -U'i!t a1so cicr:cpt (:fmsified ctds da c-nwil -ac
obs.:rwr@bard.cdu.

Caitlin Jaynes

Sports Editor
Jeremy Dilbhunt
Photography Editor
Sam llcphurn-Pin to

Art Edit(lr
Chris VanDyke
Assistant Copy Editor

Scutt C<lmmers<m
Advertising Manager

Dan Desmond
Staff Writers
Mil-had lla~-:);crty

Observer Editorial Policy

Contributors

[\tvkl C1 ~t::
Elissa Nelson
Lauren Martin

Macintosh Word format (no PC files p1easef) along with
Tbt• Bard Observer is Bard College's only student-run
lwo hard-copy printouts. Send submissions Vi<t campus
newspaper. It is publish('d every other Monday and is dis·· ·
to the corfe~portding section editor_.. .
·mail
s.
communitie
tributed free on campus and in nearby
, ~ll l~t:_ters. go t~ ~i!~~r. . Lilian Robinson or Meredith
Everyone is welcome to submit.
Submit , developed i)hoi:ogr~phs if possibie.
Yayai1os.
carstories.
The deadline for all submissions·. be they
in tlte c~~~rciai 4X6 print 'si~·~.~We strongly
preferably
.
on
p.m.
2
is
advertising.
or
toons, photographs, stathtics,
discourage anonymous submissions. If anonymity ·is ab~
the Wednesday prior to publication. Late submissions
necessary;you rriust reveal your identity to the edisolutely
not
will
articles)
news
king
(with the exception oflate-brea
Barel Qb~eh'f.r re~erves the _rig}1f to edit for
The
a
trir:s._
on
L~
wntings
an
Submit
reason.
any
for
be acceptt•d
labeled disk (or else we claim them for ourselves) in i . spelling, grammar, length and coherency.

Niculc DiS:1lvo
Joel ! lunt

Michael Canham
Andy Varyu
Pai~e T.lyl,•r
Stq•h:lnic R:1hins
Morgan Pidli
Eric Fraser
Kyr:1 Carr

SU PE R ST UD EN T SA VIN G$
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HOLIDAY EX PR ES S SH UT TL E
BARD COLL EGE
TO STEW ART AIRP ORT $50 .. 00
$30 EACH FOR 2 OR MORE
BARD COLL EGE
TO POUG HKEE PSIE TRAIN $25.0 0 EACH
$18 EACH FOR TWO OR MORE

Nov. 1997 • Jan. 1998
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E impossible

Vaccine Recommended

t,·,

distinguish

~ between the pork anll the pig.

~

Dear Students,
1l1e American College Health Association (ACHA)
in collabm<Jtiun with tho.: Cl!nter for Diseas~: Control
(CDC) now recommends that college students consider
a pre-exposure vaccination against meningococcal
meningitis.
Meningococcal meningitis is a potentially life-threatening ( 13 pcn:ent fatality nud bacterial infection causing inflammation of the membranes surmunding the
brain and srinal cord. The Jise<>se strikes about 2,600
Americans each year, leading to more than 300 deaths.
Outbreaks tend t~) occur in relatively isolated, c<..mfined environmenb. The disease is transmitted through
the air by sneezing or coughing and direct contact with
persons infected with the: disease. The outbreaks also
tend to l.ICcur in late winter/early spring.
Because college students live in cluse quarters, such
as dormitories, tho.:y are at increased risk of meningococcal disense. Lifestyle bdwvinrs, such as active and passive smoking, bu patronage and excessive alcl1hol _
consumption increase the risk of contracting the disease.
ln accordance with tht.: ACHA, the Bard Health
Service strongly recommends that :.rudents_ receive th(
meningococcal vaccine. \1./e encourage students to
receive the vaccination fwm thdr primary health
provider Juring the wintt.:r field period. In the ~.:vent that
this is nor possihlc, the Studt·nt Health Service will
administer the vaccine to students ;1t the beginning of
the spring semester at a cost of$55.00. l11eeffi~Rcy of the
vaccine occurs within 7 tu 10 days of being administered
and lasts 3 to 5 years. The ACHA recommends one vaccination for the higher-risk co!legc years.

~

Althuugh 1 haw devoted

~ mnst <l thi:; lctt<:r tu critiquing
;j Nora Kindley's article, I do

~ owe her a good de<tl nf respect.

From my experience of cofouilding a dub on this campus, I understancl just how
titm:-wnsuming it is. She has
wken steps, as she puts it, tu
"mise· awareness" l)f issues
which shl' deems impmtant.
Of all my criticisms, l cannut
accuse her d hypocrisy, as she
d,H~s live the life that she
preaches. Furdtermure, l cnn
sympathizt: with hL"r frusrratiun, as indicated by the small
amount of "support on this
campus" fur B.A.R.C lt is oftt:n the case at this school
that organizatiuns with serious goals are plagued by a relatively small turnout, at lem;t at first. All in nil, 1am fairly
confident that if tho: Bard Animal Rights Collective continues w advertise ;md write letters, its message will lw
heard, and its membership will gruw.

buut. On <1 personal note, I believe that if animals are to
be slaughtered, they should be slaughtered in order to
produce fond. Any use of the hides d th~::se animals
should be secondary. That is, animals should not be
killed
fur the purp()se I)( making le<Jther shoes or
Before I digress any further, allow me tu
return tl) my commentary on Ms. Kindley's lctter.
Sincerely,
After commenting on slavery, Ms Kindley writes: "I
Daniel F. Ragone
believe that until we stop treating animals like objects,
humans will continue to tre<lt each other as objects as
well." This is an optimistic thought, and if it is true, I
think that we should all become vegans. However, I
To the B~1rd Community,
really do not sec the connection between eating animals
Our misunderstanding and misrepresentations of who
anJ killing people. This is prnb<Jb!y due to my ignorance,
we nre may be attenuated when we encounter unc
though. I think that Ms. Kindley sh,luld bm:k up this
another thr<)ugh dose dialogue. One such opportunity
Sincerely,
point with, fnr example, a case study or a publb;hed socitn review, confirm or revise our knowledge and awareMarsha R. Davis, RN, F.N.P.
ological article. I, too, would like to be enlightened by
ness is being presented tu the Bard community through
Director, B::1rd College
her obvious expertise in this field.
the Cu!tura[ Exchange Program: Sharing Across
Student Health Service
Ms. Kindley makes another point which equates eatCultures.
Barbara-Jean Briskey, F.N.P.
ing animals to killing people.
In this program volunteers make prc::;entations of
Associate Director
She writes: "Imagine a sign saying that someone
tht:ir clwtce on selected nspccts of their cultur\:' where
should take pride in their straightness and kill a gay perAngela Cavanna, D.O., College Physician
culture is given rhc broadest and most inclusive definison. Now remember that sign (posted by P.E.T.A.J that
tion. Participants will have the upportunity to ask quessaid we should take pride in one's humanness and drink
tion:>, h1mestly share their culturally biased assumptions,
milk/eat meat." After reading the passage a few times, I
become educw:d and hopefully walk away with some
can conjure up a few different meanings from the an<J[Dear Editors,
clarity and new infurmatiun.
ogy. I think the author was attempting to equate a human
l write today to comment on the letter written by Nora
On the folluwing Wednesdays: November 19,
e<Jting meat (which presupposes the death uf an animal)
Kindley, the founder of the Bard Ailimal Rights
November 26, De~.:emher 3, and Dccemher 10 in Olin
to the killing of a human being. Howt:ver, this analogy
Collective (B.A.R.C.), in the November 3 The Bard
301 between 7:30-9:30 p.m. six international students
does not make sense when milk is brought into the equaObserver. After reading her artide, i tind it necessary to
from India, Bangladesh, Japan and South Afril:a will
tion. Perhaps sht: is arguing th<lt heterosexuals killing
clarify some of her points and also to attempt to forge
galvanize thb idea with presentations on their cultures
homosexuals is as much of a component of h~::terosexual
some understanding bt:twcen the meat-eating and nonand countries.
ity as humans eating meat and drinking milk is a compomeat eating members of this community. First off, though,
The program is open to the Bard community. Any
nent of humanity. Due to contextual evidence, I will
I should state my affiliation with the involved organizamember of the community who is interested in presentassume that the first sc.:nario is what she W<lS <Jrguing.
tions and my eating habits. 1 am not a member of
in!.! should con met me for further clarification. My conWith all due respect to Ms. Kindley, I do not think
KA.R.C., and I do not know Nora Kindley. I am not a
tact addr~::ss is: Christie Achebc, box 174; e-mail:
that her analogy holds water. Allow me to explain: First
rank and file member of People Eating Tasty Animals
C<l~hcbe@hard.edu; phone: 758-7380.
of all, the flyer to which she makes reference was written
(P.E.T.A.), but I do consider myself to be a friend of its .
Come and join, ask questions, share your views.
· in jest. It was not intendd to be applied tu such
founder, Chris Planer. In spite of o~.;r friendship, our opinCome and edue<lte yourself, support DllC ;mother. Come
scrutiny. However, for the sake of argument, let's _say
ions are not the same. I am an omnivore, and I like
and buikl a sensitive community.
that
it was. Her analogy elucidates a moral. question.
sprouts. However, in my humble opinion, sprouts do taste
Sincerely,
That is, is it correct to equate the life of an animal with
b~tter when placed on a bacon cheeseburger or as a com-_
Christie Achehe
that
of
a
human
being?
Many
of
us
wHI
h;we
different
pon~nt of a chicken salad. Generally speaking, I like food,
answers to this question, and I do hot think th<1t it will
and I try not to limit my options. If someone dse wishes,
be productive for me to explore this issue further in this
for whato:ver reason, to limit tht:ir Jiet, it is their decision,
writing. In any case, by reading int~) her an<Jlogy a bit, I
and it does nnt Clmcern me.
Editor's nut~: Tlw followin~ lettl.!r was Sl.!nt to B.A.R.C c).n
have concluded that the heterosexual has no intent uf
While commenting on P.E.T.A.,
Kindl~y writes,
·ocwber
6, hut since thcr~ has been nu resJ>cmse as of
consuming the homosexu::JI. On the contrary, humans
"I have to ask mysdf why people feel rhey need a club to
November 8, the author submitted it to The Obsen..•er so that .
do
g~ncrally
eat
animal
meat
and
have
for
aslong
as
w~
take pride in oppressing animals and why they feel so
the entire Bard community may consider the letter's issues.
can tell. The fact of the matter is, we need protein and
threatened by vegans and vegetarians." To respond to
We hat•e withheld the author's name at h~r request, since we
calcium to be healthy. To make up for these nutrients, it
this point, I find it necessary to point out th1H P.E.T.A.
ar;ree that's it's inclusion would be clistractin~; this letter is not
-is possible to eat certain vegetables, synthetic pniducts ·
is not a dub committed to oppressing anim<~ls. At best,
a fJersona{ attack.
and vitamins. This is a perfectly acceptable option. On
it is a group established by a reactionary committed to
the other hand, I do not think that it is fair to dismiss as
Dear Bard Animal Rights Collective:
poking fun at groups like B.A.R.C.. Its fliers were obvimurderers those who ch-oose to obtain some oftheir vital
I am writing hecause I wanted to respond to a poster
ously written in jest, but as Ms. Kindley's article indinutrients through the time-honored tr<Jditinn of meatby your organization. TI1e poster features two piLtures:_ a
cates the humor was not shared by all. Forth~: record, 1
eating. As one can readily note, the difference of intent
slave of African deso.:nt "in a spike collar to limit move·
have '1ever he:1rd a member comment nn issues such as
of the homosexual~killing heterosexual and :rh~· ~1e;1t- _
mcnt," and a rahbit immohilized for eye.~irritancy te:;ts.
animnl testing.· At one time, thuugh, while speaking
eating human, who perpetuates the continued farming
There b a quote by Alice Walker: "The animals of the
with Chris Planer, I did make a joke about cannibalism.
of anirn;il_s, causes Ms. Kindley's nnalo~y to fall short uf
world exist fur thdr nwn reason_s~ They me nu mort:
However, I was just commenting on a bumper sticker
made for humans than black people are made for white,
which dnimed that "Vegetarians li1ste Better." I assum(,;
irs desired effect, at least logically srwaking.
Ms. Kindly also states that a "white prkle duh ur a
that rlw bumper sti.cker had st>me sort ~J( sexua-l connoor WDI11en are createJ fur men." Undenwath the pictures
straight cluh" is "of the S<llne mentality" as a dub like
- and the quote, the po~ter ~<lys, "In any other form its [sic]
tatiun. 1 chose t<> interpret it in a different fashion. To
P.E.T.A. This is a loaded comparison whkh inten,ls to
called oppression-h.a.r.c."
comment m1 the sec,:ond half of the nbuve quotntion, I
sidetr;Kk
the issues at hand through the use of pun: vili1 was oHl'ndl'd hy thi::; po~tt:r bt:caust·l think tlwt <It bt:st
Jo not think that the me.mbcrs _of P.E.T.A. feel rhrL"<~t
-fication. From speaking with Chris Pl:m;:r, 1 can assure
it is pomly conceived ;md thoughtless, and at worst it is _
ened b~· vegetarian:; or vegans, :md it is nut ~1g;linst penthe Bard community that P.E.TA. is not an (Jrg<inization
-flatly racist. I have hcen intert:!-ited in anim:1l right~ for a
ric who make such Jietary dccisiom. Contwrily, it is a
dedicated tp .tbl· _vil.ifi...:a_tion of vegetarians, v(,:gans or .
reaction tu pl'opk who cl:1im that_ it is immoral to I~at ,
long tim!.:, and I thtnk_ I understan~I the primary argu1-iumt;sexuaEi. As I have previously stared, Chris was
meat and f11r..:c rho:.ir bdids ~m t)ther pe1)rle.
_
_
ment heing made .by this r•>ster: namely tlwt animal
In a differl'11l p;H;Jgraph, Ms. Kinl!ley states that _ -reacting tu people ~nd urganiwtions whu claim moral
testing is animal 11ppression, and slavery is race oppres"[a]nimals expcrietKe emotion ;mll pain, just like peosuperiority by virtuo.: of thL"ir_eating l1<1hits. As! ohserv~::
sion, and tho: two are similar evils. I underst;tnd that y11U
ple, yt;t r-:nple can justify killing fur nn reason.''
thl' students of this ~d)llul, I do ~ee a lot uf h:;;ther
:1re making a stalement ahuut animal right:; and huw
· apparel and peopk eating meat. If anything, P.E.T.A.'s ·Althuugh :mimals do have feelings, they arc not
humans need tu rethink their treatment of animals as
humans, and P.E. T.A. clues lhlt endmse killing animals
Pig Roast reminded ~veryone exacdy where J11eat nnd
inferior.creatures, and you arc saying that altlmugh anifor no reason. A:, tln: lldll1e indicates, the member~ uf.
. l~ther animal products cume fro.m. When nne buys r<Kkm;t\s _aren't human, they ~till cleserve ''humane" treatthe org,mizatiun enjoy eatinr.: animals. Thnt does constiaged meat in a supermarket or leathe; shoes at n mall, it
ment, but 1 ;1m very uncomfortable with tl~e images and
tute a reason fur having an animal slaughtered. l think
is easy to forget when: tlwse prmlucts Clriginate. Many
rhetoric you use in this poster. It is possihl!.! that you are
most of us will agrec that killing an animal solely for rhe
penple who normally ent meat would not touch any of
simply coming from <1 very radical viewpoint that I don't
joy of killing is, in fact, nut moral and a waste tl time to
the purk cooke~! on that rainy Sunday, because it was
5hmc, but I am so upset by this post~:r that I prt:fer to
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think that perhaps you just didn't think ahout all tht:
implications of what you :m: saying here.
First of <lll, yuu probably rt>alize that the subjugation of
African-Americans has alway$ been justified, at least in part,
hy the assertion that black people arc, as a race, inkrior.
Oftt:n tht:y were simrly considcrt:d tube animals, subhuman,
and their enslavement <md complete discmpowerment <lS a
people was mtion;Jiizcd by the "(;let" that they rue simply
b~.:asts. YL)Ur pnster, with the juxtaposition nf a black rmm and
an animal, unden;cnrcs and implicitly supports this r;Kist
vkw. Drawing pawllds between animal suffering and human
suffering is a St'p<1r;ltc issue, e~nd nne I will discuss letter in this
letter; it's differt.:nt fmm drawing a parallel between a person
of color and <m anim<ll, which is wlwt ymr appt':lr to he doing
hL·n.:. I am sun.· this was uot Y<JUr intent, but there is <1 respnnsihility that gucs nlong with the crcntion of prl~pagandCl to be
disph1yed in a public forum. You need tu think nbuut the
implicntions of thl· images you create, and yuu need tu think
ahout h.,,w they will be perceived, nut ju~t huw you intend
thl'tn to be perceived.
Sccon,l, I have some questions about your use of the
Alice Walker quote. From where was this quote tahn? I
hnLl it har,l tu hclkve that she would equate <Jnitnal
opprcs_sion with racism and sexism; I am somewhat
familiar with thl! ec<)fcminist movement, which l!Xplores
the connections bt:tween respect for the earth and
respect for all people, but I think anyone who Ius really
tried to educate herself about oppn:ssion and environmentnlism, nnyone as thoughtful and wise as Alice_
Walker, woul,l hesitate to tn;lke as bald a statement as
this quott' suggests. I can only assume that it was taken
cmnplctely out ,,f conrext, which doesn't reflect well on
your organization .
Thircl, I understancl that the animal rights position
Joes sometimes draw J1<lrallds between hum::m <~nd animal suffering, and p~rhaps I am arguing, here, with your
politics rather tkm with this J1llStL'r specifically, but I
think ir is irrt·sponsihl c and ignor;mt to . equnte slavery
and the history of African-Am erican oppression with
animal testing and the npprcssion of animals. I think
you need to question the validity of your perspective on
thb issu!.!; your poster made me think nboltt the similarities between the animal rightsf movcmentls usc of
shock value and "oppression" rhetoric and similar tactics used by the anti -clwice movement. This pPster, in
particu:ar, seems reprcsenlnti vc of the same sort of
thoughtless self-righteou sness I <Hn used to seeing from
the Christian right: rich white nwn who wanr to take
<nvny the n:productiv e rights of women- (and of course
poor women and women of color are most affected) to
protect the "lives" of the "unbon1." What I'm saying is,
unless you have heen. a slave yourself, how dare you pn::sume to understand the enormity of _th<lt suffering
enough to trivializc it in this mnnner? And lunderst;md
you don't feel you are "rrivinlizing," I understand your
posithlll that the rahhit is <1 living cre;lture who doesn't
deserve to suffer, but think ab,)ut the parallel betwee_n
that defense of animnl rjght.s and the anti-choice
defense of the "unlmm" who have. nn one to speak for
them. There ar~ <1 lor tl powerless creatures in this
country, and <1 lor of tht·m are human, suffering :Jt leitst
<ls much as the rnbbit:; you arc sn concemcd about. It is
strange to me that the rnhhits' suffering raises more
indignation ;md puhlic outcry.
An aside: As a mkldle-dass white girl who h;lS been
actively involved in animal rights for a long time, I an{
really interested why the anim~tl rights movement is prinwrily made up of privileged kids like me. I'm not even
going to get into this here, hut I think that any responsible animal rights org,mization needs tn concem itself
with relatcLI issues, and our ptiv.ilcge makes us blind t~
that fact. F,n example, animal resting is fucked up, but
so is testing Llntgs on human beings who <~re ntJt part tl
the established power structllre, like Afric;m-Am erican
prisoners, Native Americ;ms, people in third world
countrif:'S (hclh,, Norplnnt). I think <mr myopia has a lot
to Llo with the fnct thnt, ns wealthy_white Americans, we
Llirecrly and indirectly benefit- fmm tlw oppression nf the
rest of the world, which makes it dangerous · for -us tu
confront that and try t~) change it, because- we will have
to reject ollr 1J\vn privilege in that process. It is safer and
easier to try to end animal suffering, because we are not
as implicitly guilty, and we donit have ne<1rly as much at
stnke. This is something I would be interested to discuss
with you all, but it's (somewhat) off-topic, so ...
In closing-- I am sorry if this seems like a mean letter,
Alii ~m trying ru do is make you think about _the assumptions (most certainly uncnnscinus ) that are undersct)rcd
by this poster. l think it's great that you care enough ab(lut
this cause to b~.: politically active; I respect the work and
energy that goes into a collective like this, and I feel like
there are so many totally apathetic people in this world,
and definitely at Bard, that I don it want to tear down anyone who gives a shit and actually does something. But I
do think that you need to think about the implicatipns 1)f
this specific poster, and about some of the larger issues it
raises about your priMities and about the general pditical
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org;mizarion. Also, I would love it if this
letter started some kind of dialogue, instead l)f you just
getting mad and defensive and dismissing me and my
concems. Please resptmd to the questions I've raised
(especially about the Walker quotc--1 really w:mt t\) read
the complete essay). If you want to discuss this as a group,
and then n:spnnd tn me in person, I would definitely like
h; meet with yt)U and heClr your responses. If the person
who created the flyer wants to write to me or call me, or
if you want to write me a letter betck ets a group, that
would be great. I respect your org:mizettion , and I am sure
that you will consider my letter and give me the thoughtful rcspnnse that my letter deserves.

awnrcnc~s ~,f your

Th,mk you,
Name Withheld

P.ETA Head Annoy ed by
usophistry of Vegetarians"
Dear Editors,
I, CIS many people may know, am the founder of the
club called PETA ( People Eating T.1sty Animals). TI1e
club was originally conceptualiz ed when myself and several of my frienJs were sitting amund one night at
Michael's Diner in Kingston. We were remarking upon
the fact that such a high percentage of Bard students are
vegetarians and that the entire food _service seems to be
permeated with concessions towards their desires. We
thought th;n a group W<lS needed to remind people that
the majority of pe1)ple at Bard (and hence a met]orlty of
those who partake of the delicacies which -are dished
out at Kline) are people who eat meat· and feel th<~t
there is nothing to be ashamed of t)r defensive about
hecause of th<H f<1Ct. On a side-note, the name was
t<lken from a similarly named web-page on the net -the actu<ll conception of the club came solely from
myself and the club's myriad membcr:t.
I am abo writing in re.~pllnse to the letter in the last
Observer [Nov. 3] from Nora Kindley (the founder of
the Bard Animal Rights Collective). Personally, as I
em speak only for myself, I w<~s shocked at the accusations and imputations which reverberated thmughout
the letter. Tiu! claims that my club was "ridiculous and
offensive," or of the "same mentality" as Cl "white pride
club or a straight club," or that we "take pride in
oppressing animals" are eli;, in themselves, mean-spirited, uncalled-for , ;md, furthermore , ~1reposterous. I will
now deal with all of these claims and other _thi~tgs
which alarmed me in he~ letter.
First of :1ll, the club was not founded to oppress anybody (animal, human, meat-eater, vegetarian, gay,
straight, or otherwise). The cluh was founded by people
who happen to make a personal diet<HY choice-that of
.eating meat-and were sick and tired of being hamssed
by self-rightet)US, puritanical heckling. The club, far
fwm being confrontatio nal and crusading, is instead a
sort of joke. It_ was formed in l<~rge part to poke fun at
people who are of the persuasion that they h<lve the
right to harass and demoniz~ anyone who does not hold
the same views as they do. Most people come to Bnrd
because they arc sick and tired of authority figures who
have tried to tell them exactly how they should run
their life down to the Stn<lllest detail. I, personally, did
not come to Bard to listen to the self-righteou s ravings
of my fellow students. Bard is supposedly about letting
people express and celebrate their individuality . That is
what PETA is about. We arc not telling etnyone what
they should do. If someone wants tn be <l vegetarian,
more rower to them, just don't _tell me what I should or _
should not do.
The comparison of my club to a white-pride or
straight club is so asinine that I question whether I
should really stoop to respond to such an insinuation .
But, evidently, some people arc unable to understand
the absurdity of this comparison so I find a reply necessary. Whar connection there is with being straight
or white (both of which are things I happen to be, but
that is wholly irrelevant) and meat-eating goes completdy over my head. How clubs supporting these
things a'rc of the "same mentality" as one dedicated to
e;1ting meat I have no idea. People who are neither
straight nor white arc members of my club but that is
neither here nor there. This analogy, however,
~prears t(J be merely an ill-fated attempt to equate my
club to things which it most certainly is not in order
ttJ~shmder my ch;iracter nnd my intentions. Thi:; I find
un~~eceptahlc. Slandering someone's cause by Jikening
it to something which everyone can agree is bad is a
rhetorical trick which can be heavily damaging. I am
thankful that this ruthless rhetorical gimmick w;1s not
done very well.
I have used the term "self-righteous" several times in
this lett~r to chmactcrize people with whom I have pn)hlems, so allow me tn justify my use of this tem1. TI1e simple fact is that, whether you cat meat ()f not, you are
killing living organisms to provide yourself wi_th nourish-

mcnt. This is indisputable . Let me here add that I
agree wholehearte dly with Nora when she writes
"hum;ms arc very good at objectifying sentient hdngs,
human and non-human , and thcrcft)rc justifying their
torture." The only problem is that Nom (and people
who share her beliefs) slips into the same tr<1p she
warns others ab()Ut. You sec, plants <Ire sentient beings
and thmugh philosophic ally hankrupt suphistry vegetari<~ns man<~ge tl) objectify them, thus justifying the
large-scCllc production and subsequent slaughtt:r of
millions upon millions of plants.
The definition of "sentient" in Webster's Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary is "responsive to or conscious of
seme impressions. " Anybody who conducted the clcment<~ry-schonl level experiment of germinating he<ln
seeds knows that they gmw towards the light no matter
how they arc initially placed. Or ll11e may read about the
studies which demonstrate that plants grow more f;~vor
ably if they are exp1)sed to classical music. Other CX<ltnples could be cited ad nauseam. Anyone interc:;ted in a
more schobrly examination of these facts can ctmtact
me as I have in my pl)Sscssion a few nrtides on this subject. By glossing over the fnct that plants arc living, sentient beings, milit;mt vegetarians rester pCI)plc such as
myself with hypocritical , self-serving , scientificall y
bankrupt harangues which serve only tn <~nnoy the educated meat-eater.
TI1e unly thing which I w;mt is not to be harassed
because of my dietnry choices. My club exists for people
who fed the same way. Other people, mther than suffering from delusions of gnmLlcur nbout "the next greClt
revolution" and !Clbeling other people's enterprises
"ridiculous and offensive," might w<1nt to question their
own ideas before voicing their opinions. After all, can't
we all just get along! And if, after realizing that plants
are living things just like cows, m<1ybc we can all go out
for Cl burger and become friends.
Sincerely,
Christopher H. Planer

Unprofessionalism Good at
Open Concert, Students Argue
Dear Editors,
This is a letter regarding Mclr1nic Sam Shaw's letter
in the November 3 Observer, in which she claimed
that the Open Concerts held by the Bard College
Music-Dep- artment are -not being used as a "space where
... Bard Musicinns can come together to show the
progress and originality of their work." To bolster her
claim, she uses as <111 example the October 22 Oper\
Concert, documentin g her feelings of "disappoint ment" in a "professiona lism" she felt was lacking. What
Ms. ShClw docs not realize in her atmck on our professionalism is that the Open Concert she mentions (as
well <Js all previous Open Concerts) was precisely what
she claims it was not - a forum where composers, performers, and a small but enthusiastic audience came
together to make music in a relaxed and informal environment. That particular concert featured, m:nongst
other things, an originCll composition , two pieces froin
the "classical" repertoire, as well as jazz and musical
theater tunes.
We would like to stress the informal nnturc of these
concerts. Ms. Shaw's gripe about professional ism is
unfortunate , because she obviously does not understand the need for a space which allows student musicians to meet in an uncritical, and even supportive
atmosphere . In order to create this type of environment, a certain amount of liber;llism is needed which
can tolerate pcifNmcrs glling out into the h<lil to look
ft)r a lat~-arriving performer, or tuning up on stage. If
this type of informality is unprofessio nal, it is too bad.
If professional ism was a priority, the Open Concert
would become more of a black tie ·affair. Not only
would this be antithetical to the original purpose of the
event, but would. also do an injustice to tlwsc of us who
need a space where musicians and music lovers from all
nooks and crannies of the Bard stu~lcnt population can
come together and realize each other's work.
The Open Concerts are Bard's "musical living
room" where, once <1 month, musicians can take
advantage of a supportive an,{ non-compe titive environment, which is a very rare thing to find anywhere
else in the highly competitive field of music making.
What .sGme see as unpwfessio nalism is in reality an
invaluable aspect l)f Bard's music community , and is
what attracts most of us _to this school ·in the first
place.
Sincerely,
] ill Christensen
John Coyne
Erin Watson
(and other nmcerned musicians)
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relatively sm.all spurt, fe ncing is gaining rcCl)gni·
tion and has been in existence ft)r at least five: yems.
Coach Hope Konecny has high hopes fur the
team this year. "lt's good. We have a lot of raw tnlent and a few exceptional fencers. Our men's team
"--fencing, like most sports, is divided into tWt) gcn- .
der categories: men's and women's "--beat Vassrlr :
and Yeshiva in the epee style." However, they lost .
tu both schl>L)ls in the othe r two categories of fencing: sabre and ft)i\. The Bard women defe1ted the By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Sports Editor
team ftl)m City College of New Yt)rk in thl:' ft)il style
In an incredible show t lf con:;istency for the B.ud
but lost in the epee and .sabre categories. "The first
progmm the head coach nf the Men's
athletic
part of the seasnn is good because it will get us ready
team is to rt>main tht> same for two seasons
Basketball
f\.)r next semester's mee ts when we face schonls likt:
the Men's Soccer team gL>ing on its
With
row.
a
in
Columbi<-l and Cornell," Coach KoneCt)y said.
year:-; and the Women's R:lskctlmll
five
in
coach
fifth
Columbia and Cumcll arc reputed to be two of the
third cn:Kh in three ye<Jrs, this
its
on
gning
tcmn
elite fencing schools in rhe Northeast Region<lls
a conch is unprecedented.
by
surpt)rt
of
show
,md in the p<~st have fenced the Ct)!npetition o-ff the
the assilit:mt coach has left
lwwcvcr,
Unfortunately,
map. "Last year we had fuur guys go to tht:
tl Mmist c~Jllcge to
climes
southern
sunny
the
fur
Regionals. Most of them nren't fencing this year so
tenm. No m:ltsoccer
the
of
co:1ch
head
ttK'
become
it's frustrating. But like I said, we have a lot of nwi
mme than a
is
Marienthal
Paul
coach
head
tcr,
talent and some exceptional fencers this year."
division.
the
in
tactici:m
bench
.my
for
tmltch
Fencing is an exciting and explnsive spl)tt. At
The men arc going co attempt to improve on
tilnes the fence is laid so fc1st it looks like the motorin1pressive season last year, l-17, which should
their
cycle scene fwn1 Trc>n, except the costutnes aren't_a~
problem with an cxp<m<..kd rust~..:r :md a solid
no
bt.:
colorful. Once I was in Paris, <lnd being in Paris had
nothing to do of course except W<ltch the BBC tele - gwup l)f experienced players. Coach Marienthal
vision channel, and there was a fencing competition exrrc:-;sed intcmc optimism when talking ahmn this
being exhibited. It was the world chmnpinnshtr's year's basketball squad. ''This year is going to be a
final round with jamak<1 competing against Austria . turn-around year fur R;m{ basketball. I think this
new team is the start of an era."
Let me tell you that words c<:~_n'~ express the excit~.:·
The new era CLJach M<lrienthal is t;dking ;lhout
mcnt th<tt you felt physically frt>m w;1tchit~g the
teatns go at it. A live audience of nwre th;m fifty pt:>o~ consists uf ten new players and live returning ones.
rle were at the match and they cheered when one or l11t: old gw1n.l is Kwcsi Thom~ts, co-cnptain Ray
the other fencers made ~ particularly adept move Mr1rtc, co-c1ptain Ian Sudyam, S:unir Vural, and
Billy Spevack. New tll the tl'am this year is Kimani
with his epee or foil. The fe ncers were so good <-l t it
that sumetim~cs they -didn't even look like they were Davis, ll:w~: Zeitlow, Fran:: Andcrsun, Mariu
fencing but rather like they were dancing on a st1ge Bordeau, Chris Dapkins, L~lg:m Germick, Nick
in fwnt t)f lights with thin pieces of metal bdween Krapcls, Adam Kocik, Dave Rc:;nick, and Max
them. ~Breathetaking. Except I think they shuuld Rubenstein. "I don't have tu worry about a Lx-nch,
h<1ve to de-fence tt)U- because if the spnrr gets re;11ly or team, this year, I can just coach . ThL· unly thing
I really have tu worry abllut is getting everyone
big we're not going to be able to walk anywhere.
pbying time," Marienthal s;J.kl. Several of the new
players hnvc hnd prcviou.~ cxpL·ricnce with ba.~kct
ball and the coach cxp~:cts to he highly competitive
in all bur tW<l games this scasnn. "We're going tu
have a lot uf gamc,:s that c.umc dl)wn r(l the h1st
minute or twp this year. It's guing tn be an exciting
season." One thing the cnach may have tu worry
e1bout is how h<.: is going to fit hftcen players into
· twelve uniforms.
Men's Basketball: Nov. 21 vs. Saint Vincent {Away),
Nov. 22 vs. City College/Pratt Institute (Awrly),
Nov. 25 vs. Coorer Union (Home 7:00), Dec. 2 vs.
Brooklyn (Home 7:30), Dec. 6 vs. Webb (~way~
<1

REDESIGNED HOOSIERS: "sleeker,

laster, meaner" team is ready to rock.

Women's B~ ball
Aims to Rain
the Long Bombs
By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Sports Editor
Comio.g _qff a bumpy season last year, the Wumen's
Basketball t~.o:atu __has completely redesigned itself.
Last season's assistant coach, Jeff Gold, has tnlwed
into the driver's scat ;1ftt:r head coach Michelle
Sterns decided tu pursue a new cmeer somewhere
other th(l_n here. Red Hook native Andy Wallen -is
filling in Jeff's t1ld position as <!ssist<mt coach. Along
wi~h a n;:designcd_roster, the think ta nk powerhouse
of Jeff and Andy hope w impnwe upon the pwmising record of 5-1.3 from last year.
On the flour and in the p~int the Bard Women
have <1 ncw-nnd-improved sleeker, faster, meaner,
and all arout~d more diesel-engine (Peterbuilt style)
look. There are five holdovers from last year's team:
Lindsay Goldstein (co-captain, furward), Abby
Rosenberg (co-captain, guard), Hazel Gurland
(guard), Kallk>pi "watch your pocket, Jord<ln"
Papadnki (forw:lrd), <~nd Stephanie "secret weapon"
Schneider (guard). New additions to the team are:
Lisa llsley (forward), Bridget McCarthy (guard/forward), Ann<l Terfy (forward/center), Jane
Thompsnn (forward), and Hillary Washington
(guard/fmward).
!hi~·ti.&w fL)St~.:r is a·swcct balance ofexperi~nce
a~~ !ri'\/igt)r~'~iL~g"- n~w tale.m. Unfortunately last
Y9ar's dOLnir\:1ting cet~ter, Lara' Mes?ersmith, ,~f~~
known as the "franchi'se" fur her .15 + points per
· ga;ne average, was_los.t to her senior p~t?ject: filming
Alaskan fishing boats.
With the <'lddition of so many interchangcabl~
guards and, forwards, the women should h<we ;
strong presence uncle~: the basket and rain in the
long bombs fwm behind the arc. A fast ~ running
game and a lot ·of backcourt trapping can be
expected fmm this small line-up and should make
this year's games exciting, intense, and fast paced.

Don't Fence

Me In-touChe

By JEREMY DILLAHUNT; Sport~ Ed~tor

Hfwe you noticed all tl~at c_haip link f~ncc :surrovnding the sig~H of the, very-very~far-future-con-·
sidering-it·l•Jok-three-y~ars-to -get·t.he-shovcl-that- .

"broke ground': campus center? One d<IY it wasn't
there and thl'n all of a sudden we woke up to about
an ·acre and n half of cordoned-off territory. Enter
the B,ud Fencing Team, an independent contracting gr~1 up nmked nationally for thdr outstandipg
and efficient work in the arena of fence-building
competitions. An ()f('ilwut l}f the more popular
"lumberjack games," fencing involves a group of
people in attempting to close off the brge~t area
possible in a given amount of time. While it is still
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With Marienthal,
Men's Basketball
Nabs Fidelity

Winter sports
Schedules

Women's Basketball: Nov. 22 vs . Smtet) Island
(Away), Nov. 2.3 vs. Principi<l (Home 4:00), Nov.
25 vs. John Jay (Away), Dec. I vs. Albany CDllege
(Home 7:00), Dec. 6 vs. MQunt Saint M<1ry (Away),
Dec. 7 vs. Salve Regina/St. Joe's (Away), Dec. 9 vs.
Vassar (Away)
Men's Squash: Nov. 2 3 vs. Colgate/Fordham
(Ho me 1:00), Dec 2 vs. Vassar {Home I :00);
Dec. 6 vs . Hamilton/Rochester U. (Away)
Women's Squash: Nov. 22 vs. Hamilton (Awr1y),
Dec. 3 vs. Vassar (Away), Dec. 6/7 Wesleyan Inv.

Women's Fencing: Nov. 8 vs. Va~s~~/City College/James Madison/E~irleigh Dickhlst~n (AV.:.ay)
Men's Fencing: Nov. 8 vs. V<1ssar' (Away,)

Tae Kwan Do
Students Earn

Black Belts
By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Spo~t,s Editor
Satur~lay, November H, ahu~1t . sixty Pl7<~ple c<;ngregatcd under the basketball .c<;t~rts at th<.: Stcvcp~on
Gymn:1sium. Son1c were frie.n~ls an~\ f:Jtnily but tn~lst
were students llf Brandon RatW)S, Bard College's r~s
ident T~e Kwan Do instructm. This is his fi.1urth year
teaching at Bard and Saturd<ty mnrkcd a special occ~l
sion, two of his student:;, Eva Olsgard ami Jeremy
Hotalcn, were undergoit1g the testii1~ pmccdurcs fnr·
the right to wear the black belt. Testing· ptuccdures
inclL~deJ sparring, dcfendli1g against tr{uldple attackers, weapom; exhihition, executing specific defensive/offensive maneuvers, and the highly dramatic
breaking of wood with b1rc feet and hands.
Of the eight students Brandon started teaching
four years agL> three rcm;1in in the class which hali
blossonH.:d to thirty. Eva ;mdjcrcmy both p;1sseJ their
tests and are two of the original class members.
According to Bmndon nhout ten petlplc per semester.
join the Tac Kwan L\> cbss he te<JClws. The
Stev('nson GymnasiLim h<lS h~:en allnwing the class
to practice in thl.: aerobics roon1, .hut b~c!y th~ students. have bcei1 practicing ~n the SLJU<~sh courts
bcqmsc space. is limited. BmndQn swrtcd taking Ta~
Kwan Do classes when he was ten. At seventeen he
began teaching, -along with his father, at a Jojo in
New Paltz. Ft}r more information alxmt Tae Kwan Do
classes, call the Stevenson Gymnasium at 758-7527.
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